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3.1.4      “Coloured” Skins 



“space” that they deserve, for, despite being famous and praised writers during thei

Margree’s work on women’s short 



Burton’s Gentleman’s Graham’s

1858). Poe’s “tales of terror”, as he used to refer to them, were meant 

be transplanted in Britain, where short fiction developed independently of Poe’s 

the year marking the beginning of short fiction in Britain, when the phrase “short 

story”

British Women’s Short Supernatural Fiction, 1860

Marketing Sensation: Lady Audley’s Secret and Consumer Culture





more likely to pay better than short fiction because of the latter’s self

character, which did not trigger the readers’ curiosity for more, some of the major 

a result of the economic context, which forged the genre’s aesthetic principles. As 

than they do in the novel, because the short story’s ephemeral life in periodical 

happened were captions meant to keep the readers’ attention high: the presentation of 

Todorov’s discussion starts with an attempt to define the 



of a text, combined with the reader’s hesitation and identification with the characters, 

according to Todorov, who relied on H. P. Lovecraft’s belief that the reception of the 

published until 1895, which serialised many famous Victorian novels including Dickens’s own 

and Wilkie Collins’s 



Dickens wrote three stories for the series, two of them frame it at the beginning and at the end, ‘The 

Mortals in The House’ and ‘The Ghost in the Corner Room’ respectively, the other one being ‘The 

Ghost in Master B’s Room’. The five remaining stories are ‘The Ghost in the Clock Room’ by Hesba 

Stretton, ‘The Ghost in the Double Room’ by George Augustus Sala, the poem ‘The Ghost in the Picture 

Room’ by Queen Victoria’s favourite poet, Adelaide Anne Procter, ‘The Ghost in the Cupboard Room’ 

by Wilkie Collins, and ‘The Ghost in the Garden Room’ (or ‘The Croocked Branch’) by Elizabeth 

whose fire would have triggered an explosion had he not been saved in time. Dickens’s final story is 



’ journalists seemed to be particularly joyful when 

Gothic genre: Charles Dickens’s 

huge number of short stories was issued on various magazines during the festivities’ 

in “Gothic” texts of the time.



a conventional literary motif of Victorian Gothic fiction, where “home” is no longer 

, Dickens’s 1861) and Ellen Woods’s 

Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine as belonging to the category of “sensation”, which 

–



–

Collins did not exaggerate passions and no mysteries were presented for mystery’s 

were often unknown. Oliphant’s c

Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine



walls of home, it uncovers Pandora’s box and displays human fragilities. Bourne 

spreading the “disease” within the reading public.

in the reader’s mind discomfort 

reasons. It crept into the reader’s mind by showing that, o

lay behind home’s doors. To achieve this, sensation fiction frequently recurred to 

themes such as the mask or the roleplay, as for instance in Wood’s 

the heroine’s face is disfigured after an accident and she re

former home and acts as her own children’s governess. The process of discovery of 

elter. To quote Ruskin’s 



–

Of Queens’ Gardens

920; Eleana Gomel, «“Spirits 

in the Material World”: Spiritualism and Identity in the 



of the movement’s radical innovation, of its rejection of the outmoded religious 

the working class, and African and Native Americans […] In celebrating 

century spiritualism’s apparent postmodern precocity, we neglect its 

through the reader’s emotions by playing on condensed but strong images of terror 

and anxiety, triggering reflections. The mysteriousness and “illogic”



judgment. Novels could equally shock the reader’s consciousness, but they lacked the 

Ellen Moers coined the phrase “Female Gothic” in her 1974 essay “Female Gothic: 

Monster’s Mother”,

with Ann Radcliffe. This text, along with Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar’s 

Women’s Gothic

Moers’s 

in the 1990s with Diana Basham’s 

Female Gothic: The Monster’s Mother. Literary Women

Women’s Gothic: From Clara Reeve to Mary Shelley



Vanessa Dickerson’s seminal 

“angels in the house”, considering them as ghosts of themselves, forced in a condition 

of “in betweenness”. Dickerson spotlighted the capacity of the ghost story to give a 

essay “The Lifted Veil: Women and Short Fiction in the 1880s and 1890s”.

society, being relegated to the domestic environment and excluded from “manly” 

decker novels, which generally ended with the heroine’s 

’

extremes that shaped female culture’ and therefore allowed for an exploration of 

in betweenness’ of feminine experience.



time, the outcome of the male consciousness’ elaboration grants authority and strength 

first century, followed by Luke Thurston’s 



Melissa Edmunson’s 

women’s subversiveness, enacted by means of their literary endeavours, in contrast 

ssive patriarchal society. Kate Krueger’s 

Dickerson’s interpretation of ghost

tuating the presence of transgressive, “anti angel” women in 

Victorian Gothic and sensation fiction, such as Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s works.

Margree’s British Women’s Short Supernatural Fiction

highlighted women’s disadvantageous position due to chauvinism; howev

British Women’s Short Supernatural Fiction



“illogic” laws of the uncanny could mirror the unpredictable laws of t

Blackwood’s 

Frank’s departure, Oliphant became the sole source of income for her family of three 

brother, Willie, and for her other brother Frank’s family when he was hit by a fi

Fraser’s Magazine

Longman’s Magazine 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories of the Seen and the Unseen 



of her own father’s economic demise. Riddell was born Charlotte Elizabeth Lawson 

nd an Irish cotton manufacturer. Her father’s business was greatly 

haunting her for the rest of her life. Riddell’s mother decided that her 

James’s

series of failures, turning his wife into the family’s sole source of income; meanwhile, 

Charlotte Riddell’s City Novels and Victorian Business. Narrating Capitalism 

British Women’s Short Supernatural Fiction



Since the economic theme is central to Oliphant and Riddell’s productions, their 

Riddell’s own works:

Women’s Colonial Gothic Writing, 1850

Women’s Colonial Gothic Writing

Women’s Colonial Gothic Writing



about Riddell and Oliphant’s short narratives. Margree followed in these steps in her 

work about Riddell’s ‘Old Mrs Jones’ and Oliphant’s ‘The Portrait’, starting from the 

Riddell’s ‘Walnut Tree House’ and ‘The Old House in Vauxhall Walk’, of 

Molesworth’s ‘Lady Farquhar’s Old Lady’ and Oliphant’s ‘Old Lady Mary’.

Women’s Colonial Gothic Writing

British Women’s Short Supernatural Fiction

Women’s Colonial Gothic Writing



above her female contemporaries. She married Major R. Molesworth, a Viscount’s 

s, which she believed to be far too ‘mysterious’ to be actually given credit to.

married to the point of being sued for adultery. Marryat’s life was far from being 

and Marryat’s careers were not centred around the 

production of short stories of the supernatural, the former being an author of children’s 



as Bram Stoker’s 

Marryat’s novels, but she did not take into 

consideration her short fiction, where death is not always presented as “irreparable”.

in the literary panorama of the end of the century, in spite of her relatives’ warnings 

Women’s Colonial Gothic Writing



Marryat’s assertion was a strong affirmation of individuality and authority over men 

actress, and the empirical “theories” resulting from scientific research in spiritualism. 

mple of a séance in her tale ‘A Midsummer’s Nightmare; or the 

Amateur Detective’ (1883, in 

in the final “scene” of the tale. Marryat was optimistic in relation to life after death, 

, one episode involves Marryat’s loss of her infant daughter, who died a 

ar her. The use of the personal pronoun “I” used for the ghost’s speeches 



contributes to render the spirit’s appearance realistic, but at the same time, it 

problematises it according to Kontou, as the “I” «traverses through time and space, 

through the medium and through Marryat’s desire to join the daughter who has never 

r mother’s side.»

the tale ‘Sent to His Death!’ that will be discussed in the following chapters.

Lady Audley’s Secret 

was married and the father of five children. Maxwell’s wife was confined in an 

asylum, so Braddon acted as his children’s mother; she gave him six more children 

, pp. 225. Kontou’s quotation is from Marryat, 

Marryat’s relationship with her dead child in Parallel Worlds: Collins’s Sensationalism and Spiritualist 

British Women’s Short Supernatural Fiction

British Women’s Short Supernatural Fiction

Lady Audley’s Secret



hand. Braddon’s mother separated from her adulterous husband in 1840, but only 

husband’s financial incompetence. After two years of acting in Yorkshire, the 

Lady Audley’s Secret

British Women’s Short Supernatural Fiction

British Women’s Short Supernatural Fiction



witnessed heroines who defied social conventions, Broughton’s 1897 novel 

movement’s activists while promoting the acceptance of male guidance and female 

In effect, the social projects of Broughton’s New Woman are normalized by being 

“womanly” work and dista

Disease, Desire, and the Body in Victorian Women’s Popular Novels 



nineteenth century, but her short supernatural fiction secured Broughton’s position as 

Victorians’ perception of self and nation as a safe harbour against the violence of 

The Meanings of Home in Elizabeth Gaskell’s Fiction

morality of the house’s inhabitants, a woman’s domestic competence and the wealth and physical 

security of the family»; fire symbolizes the «ebb and flow of emotion […] fire then, 



Section 1.1 deals with haunted house narratives, considering in particular Riddell’s 

‘The Old House in Vauxhall Walk’

and Braddon’s ‘The Winning Sequence’ Lloyd’s Magazine

her tale ‘The Secret Chamber’ (1876, Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine

corpus in an abbey, a monastery, and a medieval library, ‘His Secret’

in 1884), ‘Herself’

‘The Venetian Glass’, 1894, ) and ‘Sir

Hanbury’s Request’ (1874, 

entrapment, as in Oliphant’s ‘The Door’ “The Open Door” and “The 

Portrait”, Two Stories of ‘the Seen and the Unseen’ with Mysterious Occurrences



Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine

in 1884) and ‘The Window’

Blackwood’s Edinburg Magazine), Riddell’s ‘The Door’

and ‘The Walk’, Marryat’s ‘Sent Death!”

), Broughton’s ‘Poor Bobby’

), and Molesworth’s ‘Lady Farquhar’s Lady’

) and ‘The Train’

communicate with the living, as in Braddon’s ‘Eveline’s Visitant’

‘Herself’, and ‘His Secret’, and Oliphant’s ‘The Portrait’ “The Open Door” 

and “The Portrait”, Two Stories of ‘the Seen and the Unseen’ with Mysterious 

authority, defying the role of ‘angels’. Murder becomes the cause of haunting in 

master of haunted house narratives: ‘Nut Bush Farm’ ), ‘Walnut

Tree House’ ), and ‘The Open Door’, all dealing with intra

murders, and ‘The Old House in Vauxhall Walk’ and ‘Old Jones’ (1882, 



The last section of the first chapter, Section 1.6, moves from Thurtson’s suggestion 

narratives, with particular emphasis on Oliphant’s ‘Old Lady Mary’

) and especially Braddon’s ‘The Guest’

Braddon’s ‘Eveline’s Visitant’ and ‘Sir Luke’s Return’

picturesque aesthetics is discussed in relation to Braddon’s ‘The Ghost’s Name’

1893) and Oliphant’s ‘Earthbound’ Frazer’s Magazine

Furthermore, Oliphant’s ‘Earthbound’ and ‘The Door’

nature, a “picturesque” activity that fuelled “sublime” feelings of combined horror 

England’s Ruins



Victorians were indebted to Wordsworth’s philosophy of nature, as we will see: the 

resulting from events described as uncanny, a concept derived from Freud’s theory of 

illustrated in Chapter 1: Braddon’s ‘The Little Woman in Black’

in 1886), ‘Herself’, 

‘The Ghost’s Name’, and ‘Good Ducayne’ ), Marryat’s 

‘The Rushmere’

), Molesworth’s ‘Unexplained’ ), Oliphant’s ‘The

Door’ and ‘The Lady’s Walk’ (1897, published in book form), Riddell’s ‘Nut

Farm’, and Broughton’s ‘The Nose’

but being set in very specifically ‘circumscribed’ landscapes, they will be discussed 

separately: Marryat’s ‘Lost Marshes’

monsters since the Middle Ages, whereas Braddon’s ‘My Wife’s Promise’

appear in Oliphant’s ‘The Door’, ‘The Lady’s Walk’, ‘Earthbound’, and ‘The

City’ (1880, published in book form), Molesworth’s ‘Unexplained’ and

‘Witnessed Two’ ), Braddon’s ‘Dorothy’s Rival’



1886), ‘Prince Ramji Rowdedow’ (1873, 

in 1886), and ‘Sir Hanbury’s Request’, 

Broughton’s ‘The Truth’

) and ‘Poor Bobby’, and Riddell’s ‘The Door’, ‘Nut

Farm’ and ‘Walnut House’. It is worth noting that ecological concerns are made 

In the corpus, specifically in Marryat’s ‘Sent

Death!’ and Braddon’s ‘Good Ducayne’, there are mock

“Mapping the Terrain”



therefore the “other”, was subjugated to a code of “normalcy” that became a 

abnormal, disabled body is the protagonist of Braddon’s ‘Herself’

‘Dorothy’s Rival’ and of Marryat’s ‘Lost Marshes’, where three different 

morality. Defining and marginalising the “Other” entailed circumscribing what it 

See Mark Mossman, «Representations of the Abnormal Body in “The Moonstone”», 

Mossman, «Representations of the Abnormal Body in “The Moonstone”», p. 488.



meant to be British, what made up Britain’s historical, cultural, social structure and 

reduced, but new classes of “Other”, emarginated from engagement in any field, were 

face of the law, while “proper” British people justified their self

addressing the “Other” as inherently deviant.

Broughton’s ‘Behold! Dream’

of people with a dark skin, subjected to the “racial superiority” of the white, British 

explained while examining Braddon’s ‘Prince Rowdedow’ and ‘The Ghost’s

Name’, Broughton’s ‘The Truth’, and 

Riddell’s ‘Old Jones’ and ‘The Ennismore’

On the legal difficulties in establishing the colonised people’s identity see Ian Baucom,



the “make believe” world of the literary text speak to the desires and fears of both 

and readers […] In literature, we

Freud and others in psychoanalysis’ first 

disorders, namely sleepwalking, in particular Broughton’s ‘Behold! Dream’ and ‘The

Nose’, Riddell’s ‘Forewarned, Forearmed’ Frank Sinclair’s Wife and 

), ‘Sandy Tinker’ ), ‘The

Walk’ and ‘Old Jones’, Marryat’s ‘Sent Death!’, Molesworth’s 

‘Witnessed Two’



esmerism and hypnotism implied the control of the subject’s 

mind on the part of someone else: having one’s thoughts and actions directed according to 

another individual’s will was a question of the uncanny, produced by the loss of self

sion of the private sphere of the subject. Such references occur in Marryat’s ‘Sent

Death!’, Braddon’s ‘Evelin’s Visitant’, Oliphant’s ‘The Window’

‘Earthbound’. In this thesis, the noun “hysteria” is used to define the mental illness afflicting 

a “gendered” definition for hysteria as it was considered to be a female 

defines “hysteria” as follows:

fullness in the abdomen and chest, with choking or breathlessness […] 

The term “psychiatry” was already in use in the nineteenth century, as it was first coined by Johann 



as “conversion disorder”, a type of disorders where the patient presents physical 

symptoms but there are no organic causes explaining them, “dissociative disorder”, 

memories, actions, identity and the surrounding environment, or “somatoform 

disorder”, also known

psychological distress. Nowadays, the term “hysteria” therefore encompasses a 

setting of women’s subtle discussions on hot topics of their time, and explore their 

See for example F. M. Mai, «“Hysteria” in Clinical Neurology», PubMed 22 (May 1995), pp. 101

180; W. Curt La France, «“Hysteria” Today and Tomorrow», 



Domesticity, and home as its symbol, was embedded within the Victorians’ 

allowed one’s full expression of creativity and tastes, while the public sphere required 

room was the stage for women to show their abilities as domestic “leaders” 

family’s fashionable tastes. It was the centre of social gatherings, the filter between 

Home in Elizabeth Gaskell’s Fiction



families’ equilibrium through murder, secrets, and sudden, inexplicable deaths. The 

betrayal by family or friends or must face the consequences of their family’s past 

the family, especially women, on one side, and women’s unwillingness to subdue to 

Section 1.6 offers a brief overview of the relationship between the words “ghost”, 

“guest”, which are etymologically cousins, and “host”. In haunted houses, ghosts 



Horace Walpole’s 

Jane Austen’s Gothic experiment, 

towards God. However, the style’s name had 

originally a pejorative meaning: in fact, the term “gothic” was associated with the Germanic tribes that 

had invaded southern Europe putting an end to the Western Roman Empire and their “barbaric” habits.



the Tilneys’s home, Northanger Abbey, and since she is an avid reader of Gothic 

ever enters. Moreover, the pleasant aspect of the abbey does not prevent Catherine’s 

r, critic, and writer Walter Benjamin offered a picture of “interior 

design” that, in his words, calls out for murder:

es only the corpse. “On this sofa the aunt cannot but be 

murdered.” The soulless luxuriance of the furnishings becomes true comfort only 



as writers of “detective stories” 

Dickens’s ‘The Mortals in the House’, published in 1859 in 

drooped over the garden wall, announcing that it was “to let on very reason

terms, well furnished.” It was much too closely and heavily shadowed by trees, 

—

—

1760) became king in 1727, thus the house’s style is predominantly 



A similar description occurs in ‘Sent to His Death!’ by Florence Marryat, where the 

very cheap prices without apparent reason. In Florence Marryat’s ‘The Invisible 

Rushmere’, the protagonist and narrator, Arthur, moves temporarily to an 

Florence Marryat, ‘The Invisible Tenants of Rushmere’, in 



As in Marryat’s ‘Rushmere’, in Riddell’s ‘Old 

Mrs Jones’ the events occur in an

–

Family was the first and main “teacher” of 



witnessed the tensions that emerged during the so called “Hungry Forties”, years of 

of the British middle class often speak of “class consciousness”, a growing sense of 

217. The quotation is taken from G. Potter’s «The 

. Engel’s work was 



series mentioned above. In the first story by Dickens, ‘The Mortals in the House’, 



Marianne, and the sadness that filled the house became part of young Gaskell’s 

north. Gaskell’s fictional homes present situations of instability and include «issues 

Gaskell’s own house, on the outskirts of 

also allowed to maintain control over the household and the butlers and maids’ 

The Meanings of Home in Elizabeth Gaskell’s Fiction

in Elizabeth Gaskell’s Fiction



classified as “maids works”.

The profusion of rooms and commodities filling the haunted house in Riddell’s ‘Old 

Mrs Jones’ suggests the wealth of the family who once inhabited the building, noble 

their possibilities. In ‘A Strange Christmas Game’,

abandonment. In ‘The Open Door’, there is a description of the inside of the house: a 

The Meanings of Home in Elizabeth Gaskell’s Fiction

The Meanings of Home in Elizabeth Gaskell’s Fiction

‘A Strange Christmas Game’



protagonist of ‘The House in Vauxhall Walk’, Graham, is in great economic distress 

Gentleman’s House

Kerr provided a fully detailed description of how a gentleman’s house should be 

list, some examples being Henry G. Clark’s 

(1842); Mrs Sarah Stickney Ellis’s popular series 



to as the parlour, to Shakespeare’s Globe, meaning that it is a

Cassell’s 

The Lady’s Own Book: An 

1850, for instance Isabella Beeton’s 

Walsh’s Cassell’s Household Guide: Being a 

Cassell’s Household Guide: A Complete 



In Broughton’s Gothic tale ‘The Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the 

Truth’, which is written in letter form, Mrs. De Wynt writes to her correspondent and 

ysical conformation […] Ormolu 

The Meanings of Home in Elizabeth Gaskell’s Fiction

room’s furniture appeared in the April 1889 issue of 



room is where “we” live, talk and play, it is essentially the ladies’ 

room became the symbol of the family’s public respectability, while 

being the family’s 

of another painter […] Alexander Johnstone’s house was the one to which we wen



–

occupied behind their houses’s threshold; they were supposed to concentrate all their 

a woman’s authority within her own house was 

the community who did not belong to the family’s nucleus.

room to preserve the association of femininity with ‘decorum’ 

room was indeed a space where women could retreat from ‘masculine’ 

within the house where women enforced domestic rules and could “dominate” men. 



Lady’s Withdrawing

In Braddon’s ‘A Very 

Narrow Escape’, the drawing

of the offices […] the prettiest room in the house, opening into a small garden, at the 

–

her “masculine” side, thus conforming to the angel in the house role. Women’s power 

class women’s movements 

n, ‘A Very Narrow Escape’, in 



– hears Riddell’s Graham 

Coulton in his dream while sleeping in ‘The House in Vauxhall Walk’. After an 

more than a simple invitation to enter, but Graham is still unaware of this. Graham’s 

Women’s Ghost Literature in 

Riddell’s ghost to Dickens’s 



m’s offer to rest in the house that he is leaving. Graham is not interested in 

The poorest labourer’s wife would have gathered more comforts around her than that 

–

– –

–



–

question was the landlord’s sister, and that she had been stabbed in the heart because 

turning into the ‘demon’ of the house, rather than the angel. It is easy to imagine the 



Miss Tynan’s avarice prevented her from hiring servants as well, that is why the 

house is so filthy and neglected in Graham’s dreams. This fact leads to two 

as their employers to avoid the family’s “contamination” by the working class. Given 

iss Tynan’s spirit away with piercing 



–

side by side with Graham’s reconciliation with his father. Vauxhall Walk’s drawing

ruption of the woman’s soul, consumed by avarice.

In another story, Braddon’s ‘The Winning Sequence’, the spectre used to be a 

woman whose attitude towards money and society was the opposite to Miss Tynan’s. 



women passed by as well, living their dissolute lives within the house’s walls. The 

–



–

across the hall upstairs again […] Slowly and softly she steps with pale naked foot from 

for evidence of the misdeed. The culprit’s husband, dishonoured, reacts by demanding 

a duel with his wife’s last victim, a co



hand, Sybilla’s reflection in her bedroom’s glass must necessarily be visible, as she 

knowing the truth she hid. The revelation of her wrongdoing makes Sybilla’s 

enough to break love’s spell at its strongest.»

renouncing her feminine charms. In fact, Colonel Challoner falls victim to Sybilla’s 



a card game gone wrong, Riddell’s ‘A Strange Christmas Game’, but this time it is 

Riddell’s expression 

the other’s face, but they think that he must have been an older man. Suddenly, the 

have been respected, the advancing man had not realised the other’s intentions: before 

‘indecorous’ entertainment, possibly because the story is set in the eighteenth century 

‘A Strange Christmas Game’



In Braddon’s ‘His Secret’, the Trevannions own an estate built around an Abbey in 

has acquired a different kind of ‘sacredness’ connected with the concept 

marred only by the Captain’s costly hobby of horse

at Boscobel of Geoffrey’s friend Jasper, who had fought with him in India, to whom 



in order and brought peace to their domestic life by forbidding Geoffrey’s trips, as 

management of the family’s possessions, while Wyatt used to squander his wife’s 

church. Jasper Dane’s companionship slowly becomes a natural element of the family, 

appreciated because he is perceived as unobtrusive while, at the same time, he “does 

the dirty work” as the household’s administrator, so that everything is in order and 

despite his friends’ protests.

narrow a window that the person entering by it must have been of slim figure […] skilful 

confederates […] The glass cupboard in the hall had been emptied of its racing c



events, but there is a corpse to take care of. Geoffrey’s motionless body is carried to a 

bedchamber called King Solomon’s room, because of the fresco looking down from

it was a consecrated building. In fact, this room was once used as the couple’s 

once again before the Lord, Geoffrey’s body is laid to rest whe

Abbey’s drawing

phantom thief to escape justice but, mainly, to avoid Isabel’s hatred. The Abbey’s 

Jasper’s jealousy has completely blinded 

husband’s avenging angel, he confesses his sin by saying that the devil had taken 

theatre of murder, secrets, and scheming; it was stained by the devil’s corruption, at 



the hands of an impostor who claims to have been acting in the name of love. Jasper’s 

soul plunged in the depths of hell the night of Geoffrey’s murder; his only thoughts 

d to the King Solomon’s room, which had remained closed ever since that 

dreadful night. While Geoffrey’s soul had passed on peacefully in God’s embrace, 

below the biblical image, Jasper must face Divine judgement instead, and Isabel’s last 

cite «hope for God’s mercy if you can.»

Boscobel’s Abbey retains in part its sacred nature thanks to Isabel’s nurturing of her 

family, the Orange Grove in ‘Herself’, also known as ‘ Glass’, is a demonic 

for health recovery. Lota’s enthusiasm, however, is immediately cut short by her 

the house is “unlucky”: her grandfather had 

few months’ time unexpectedly and with no apparent cause, being a perfectly healthy 

old man’s passing to his too active 

despite her lawyer’s warnings:

– –

appearance unhappy […] My position hardly warranted my questioning Mr. Hammond 



of the olives, and so to about midway between the valley, where Taggia’s antique palaces 

line in Lota’s face was but distinctly too visible.

eighbours, nothing that could justify such a decline in Violetta’s aspect 

ired house, dismissing Mr. Dean’s unease by saying that the monks who 

sensation of discomfort assails Helen as well, who starts believing Mr. Dean’s words, 



even more so, when also Violetta’s lover, Captain Holbrook, confesses that he wants 

Helen and the Captain join forces to find an answer to Lota’s deterioration, 

had access to the back of the villa is Lota’s grandfather, who had installed his library 

in the old monkish refectory. One day, to Helen’s surprise

–

the pale Indian cashmere of Lota’s neat morning frock. I heard a key turn, t



her, instead, into the ghost of ‘Herself’ until Death took her by the hand.  

In this short story, the past, represented by the old monastery’s rooms, lingers over 

the present and influences its course, namely Violetta Hammond’s life and, literally, 

survival. The woman seems to be ‘persecuted’ by death: she is ill, she has some 

references to the house’s bad luck, she convinces herself that the old man had died 

n of the woman’s final realisation of her condition, of her acceptance of 



had surely perished, reinforces the hopelessness about Violetta’s possibilities of 

1.2.2 The Ancient Castle’s 

–

–

ecret that his forefathers had kept hidden for centuries in Oliphant’s ‘The 

Secret Chamber’. Oliphant set this narrative in an ancient Scottish castle, Castle 

wicked “Earl Beardie” (possibly Alexander Lyon, Lord Glamis, who died in 



the whole room disappeared into the castle’s walls.

possibly inspired by the legend of “Earl Beardie”. It is a portrait of Earl Rober

amateur’s copy that has been removed from the castle’s walls, but which young 

–

might be necessary to secure a refuge beyond the reach of spies or traitors at a moment’s 

place for an emergency […] but there was something hidden in it of which 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories of the Seen and the Unseen

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



family. He can see the terror in his father’s face, which grows pale and moist when an 

same room, as if to mimic the “grandeur” of the family member to whom the room 

in my day […] I have: there were these Highland people I turned out. I did not mean to 

…

–

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and 



watching others and eyes watching into oneself. Young Lindores had felt the portrait’s 

escape, he must make inhuman efforts to divert his eyes from the Earl’s 

injustices he has committed in the Earl’s stead for the sake of his pure malicious 

delight; nonetheless, Gowrie’s fear is too overwhelming for him to look in his own 

name of his family, but he is too terrified to oppose Robert’s orders. Instead, Lindores 

Earl’s power is broken, Lindores needs no more to convince himself that the past can 

this short narrative’s mes

not tell whether Lindores’s endeavours were successful, but the effort has been made, 

Haunted castles in Gothic fiction suggest an uneasiness with the past, as Oliphant’s 

Roland discussed this theme in relation to Dickens’s 

made London his own Gothic ruin of “new generation”; see Ann Roland, «Dickens’ Gloomiest Gothic 



space. Shakespeare’s had been a precursor of this theme, with Hamlet’s father 

instance, Walpole’s Alfonso in (1764) or Reeve’s Lord Lovel 

–

– meant wealth and power […]  In many Gothic romances […] the apparition 

In ‘The Secret Chamber’, Castle Gowrie’s legitimate successor is not in question, 

has faced to become ‘worthy’ of the title. As in 

supernatural means. Oliphant’s tale is constructed like a psychological thriller, the 

reader’s attention can never relax because of the continuous feeling of being observed 

that the characters perceive throughout the story’s developme

the author’s principal engine, prevents the story from ever languishing»,

While Walpole’s 



secrets sooner or later exact their payment. Walpole’s novel ends with the restoration 

od and legitimacy reigns over usurpation and violence, whereas ‘The Secret 

Chamber’ ends with words of intention, with the inconclusive search for the hidden 

chamber while a growling laugh echoes in Lindores’s ears, heard by him alone. 

shameful past that still haunts the house’s walls forbidding the 

oneself to find the right path towards life’s progress.



In her essay about Charles Dickens’s

nature); it is variously the eye (and thus, the ‘I’) and 

short stories within the corpus here analysed. Riddell’s ‘The House in Vauxhall Walk’ 

In 1697, king William III levied the so called “Window Tax” for military purposes, an absurd tax 



is public domain, “other”. They are both a threat, in that they are passages that 

facilitate the invasion of the familiar “sanctuary” while also allowing people

Oliphant’s ‘The Library Window’ is the story of the discovery of a family secret 

room’s window, where she loves to get lost in her daydreaming hidden 

by the curtain that falls over it, careless of her aunt’s guests who believe her to be 

another window is located. Aunt Mary’s guests often debate about the ‘nature’ of the 

others are certain that «it cannot be a window to see through […] not a 

body’s demands.

–

library window, though it is not possible to see what is actually in the room. The aunt’s 

The Meaning of Home in Elizabeth Gaskell’s Fiction

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



observes that the library window becomes more clearly visible on Midsummer’s Day, 

which is the fairy time, and the reference to Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s 

Sometimes […] he would turn round in his chair and turn his face towards it, 

clearly visible, and there were no shadows. “It was between the night an

fairy folk have power.”

has no idea of the man’s identity, and the mystery triggers her fixation. She stares at 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

Oliphant partially quotes from Sir Walter Scott’s poem 

down in a sinful fray, / And, ‘twixt life and death, was snatch’d away / To the joyless Elfin bower.» Sir 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



“Alice in Wonderland”

represents a barrier between the family’s history and its past fault, and between the 

Doors might also symbolise the will to hide ugly truths. In Charlotte Riddell’s ‘The 

Open Door’, there is a door in a house that never closes. Mr. Carrison, a tea

Lewis Carroll’s book was published in 1865, almost twenty years before Oliphant’s short story.



useless. As in ‘The House in Vauxhall Walk’, Riddell employs the open door as an 

expedient for the truth to be unveiled. It is as if her ghosts, whether directly as in ‘

Open Door’ or not, wanted the mystery of their death solved. In this story, Riddell 

repeats the scheme employed in ‘Vauxhall Walk’, which pivots on money and murder 

occurring within one’s body and mind, in search for something 

case of Graham in Riddell’s ‘Vauxhall Walk’, whose experience in the haunted house 



example is Florence Marryat’s ‘Sent to his death!’, where the protagonist and narrator, 

satin. Her large, clear, grey eyes […] like agates with water running over them, had a 

startled look […] and her delicately cut mouth drooped in the most pathetic ma

child’s weight. Moreover, Bessie believes the house to be haunted, as she has seen a 

figure walking in one of the house’s corridors while weeping. The “spirit” even looks 

end’s worry, but when one night she awakes 

room make the situation even more disquieting, as suspicion falls over Mrs Graham’s 

worry about her son’s furious weeping, Dolly takes on t

like «go away! And don’t come back again. You let the w

A similar character is presented in Florence Marryat’s most renowned tale, 



her happiness, the cabin’s door representing the end of her life as a fulfilled mother 

The term “corridor” derives from the Latin 

began to exploit corridors as crucial spaces for their plots’ development, attributing 

“ ”

“corridor” started to be used in architecture at the beginning of the 

century, namely in Colen Campbell’s survey of grand buildings 

: «He pass’d the portal, cross’d the corridore / And reach’d the 



Ann Radcliffe’s abbeys are full of passages and labyrinths, as in 

like confusion of corridors. The abbey’s undergrounds are characterised by a series of 

tunnels and dungeons that threaten the protagonist’s safety. Corridors built as these 

disorder that could reign in a person’s mind. As Luckhurst explained, the protagonist 

, where Montoni’s castle is a convoluted maze of 

The few haunted corridors in the corpus’ short stories are not described as 

Molesworth’s ‘Lady Farquhar’s Old Lady’, it is the loss of the family house and the 

Four Ghost Stories. “Troubles Never Come Singly” 



illuminated even at night, so it causes no dread in the sisters’ heart.

menacing towards Maggie, the only one amongst the house’s guests to see the spirit. 

–



saw her ghost. The phantasm lingers on Maggie’s bedroom’s threshold and moves 

The following year, Maggie is at her aunt’s house and a guest tells her that Miss 

then, both ashamed and desperate at the loss of a place they loved. Miss Fitzgerald’s 

pronoun “it”, to a more sentimental and personal recollection of its presence in the

house, so the entity is recognised as a former human being and becomes “she”, “her 

old lady”. This realisation of the benevolent nature of this spirit leads Maggie to accept 

its uncanny presence and, therefore, to acknowledge it as familiar, ‘canny’, diss

Grief for the loss of home and family recurs also in Margaret Oliphant’s ‘The Open 

Door’: from the drawing

Colonel just returned from India can see a thriving landscape and, in the house’s park, 



probably used to be the servants’ entrance, a 

from those of the house’s tenants. The Colonel is struck by the fact that the opening 

–

–

notices the horses’ discomfort in crossing the park, and he even hears someone’s 

“Mother! Mother!” and then an outburst of wailing […] it seemed to me as if some 

This is how the servants’ quarters (the pantry and the kitchen) were called in Scotland.

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



…

–

Your mother’s gone with your name on her lips. Do you think she would ever close her 

No! […] Go home ye wandering spirit! Go home! […] Man, take heart! If you will lie 

and sob and greet, let it be at heaven’s gate, and not your poor mother’s ruined door!

door that leads to peace in acknowledgement of one’s condition. Furthermore, the 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



living and, therefore, forever lost to them. It is the case of Rhoda Broughton’s ‘Poor 

Pretty Bobby’ and Mary Molesworth’s female ghost in ‘The Story of the Rippling 

ain’.

Broughton’s Bobby Gerard is the protégé of the protagonist’s father, a post

who commanded a ship of His Majesty’s navy in the Channel during the Napoleonic 

hat he spends at the mariner’s mansion. The protagonist and narrator, Phoebe, 

one day, the boy appears at the house’s door:

–

eyelashes, onto the dry ground at his feet […] I stretch out my hand and l

even to the elbow […] He does not take my offered hand, but he follows me across the 



This was probably a dream, but in this vision, Bobby comes to Phoebe’s door to 

the water dripping on the stairs, beating to Bobby’s last steps. Death at sea was 

disappearing forever. Bobby’s last act is that of crossing the threshold and walking u

manifestation occurs in Molesworth's tale entitled ‘The Story of the 

Rippling Train’. Mrs. Snowdon asks her uncle Paul, Mr. Marischal, to tell a ghost 

was it? “Smoke”, was my first idea […] Then something faint and shadowy, that came 

material for “smoke” […] The wavy something that kept gliding, rippling in, gradually 

assumed a more substantial appearance […] Till the whole of her figure and the clea

stood there full in my view just, but only just beyond the door, I saw […] That she was 



The unravelling figure is Maud’s, who appears at Paul’s door, like Bobby, to bid 

s her never being part of Paul’s life: they had cherished each other, but 

they had given up on their feelings and taken separate paths, even though Maud’s love 

on. She accepts her fate like Broughton’s Bobby and welcomes her spiritual life, but 

of the “familiar” has been often discussed with Freud’s essay on the uncanny,

adjectival suffix), which means “home”, so the compounded term refers to something 

that is “not ”.

English as “uncanny”, as the combination of all that causes dread, fear and horror,



from Todorov’s lesson. It is not so simple though, since the German adjective 

is deeply “domestic” to Freud, 

, “secret”, has the same root as “house”.

Freudian Carl Jung developed the correspondent female “version” of the complex, the Electra 

complex, a girl’s psychosexual tension towards the father and consequent competition with the mother 



a sense of caution, quietness and comfort. “Canny” too has, however, a further 

in turn coinciding with its contrary “uncanny”, whose meanings are, 

to translate Freud’s 

what the doctor attempts to do in Oliphant’s ‘The Open 

Door’: he avoids any consideration of the existence of the supernatural, insisting that 

evidence proves that a human agent stalks Brentwood’s ruins; the doctor’s unease and 

«in Freud’s study of the uncanny, we must acknowledge the double character of psychoanalytic 

–

question “how” and the question “what”.» Todorov, 



A similar process of acknowledgement of the uncanny occurs also in Marryat’s 

‘Sent to His Death!’: when Dolly sees the mysterious figure stalking Poplar Farm’s 

corridors at night, already impressed by her friend’s Bessie’s tale of the haunting, she 

at her friend’s conviction. The is now “in power”, but as soon as Dolly 

witnesses Mrs Graham’s nightmare, she realises the truth behind the haunting, so the 

metaphors, as for instance in Carroll’s sequel to 

object, an item of decor or an instrument meant to reflect one’s image for aesthetic 

La Fantasmagoria. Saggio sull’ottica fantastica



unseen: Milner spoke of “mental alchemy”,

the philosophic and cultural milieu of his time, quoting Goethe’s and Schopenhauer’s 

Milner referred to Freud’s theory of the unheimlich: something that has been kept 

moved from Freud’s symbolic reading of mirrors to 

body with respect to the mother’s, and in relation to the surrounding space. According 

to Lacan, this mirror stage, which corresponds to Freud’s primary narcissism, also 

sull’uso letterario dell’immagine dello specchio



reflected image is alienating in that it is outside of the child’s body, is “other” than 

mentioned tale by Braddon, ‘The Winning Sequence’, where the “witchy” 

her face in her bedroom’s looking glass. The person who is looking back at 

her is a charmless hag, a rather decaying image that represents, like Dorian Gray’s 

putrescent portrait, the real nature of the soul. Sybilla’s narcissism prevents her from 

Sybilla’s

Mirrors reveal the truth about others as well, as we have seen in Riddell’s ‘Vauxhall Walk’, where 

in, in Broughton’s ‘Behold! It was a Dream’, the narrator, dreaming once again, 



Another story where a mirror plays a crucial role is Braddon’s ‘Herself’: we have 

had mostly worn away […] The surface was so clouded and tarnished that […] could not 

Violetta’s grandfather, had a preference for the old library, where something cursed 

seems to eat away people’s life.

«it’s strange that she should be so fond of looking in the glass, poor dear, 

Lota’s grandfather’s diary. During the first period after the old man moved to t

Italian villa, the atmosphere seemed cheerful as Lota’s grandfather recalls his 

– but I was wrong. I suppose no man’s mind can retain its strength 

of fibre without the friction of intercourse with other minds of its own calibre […] I have 



begun to see ghosts […] Looking up from my book in yesterday’s twilight my casual 

–

–

Those who gaze into the mirror’s depths find themselves enraptured 

Canadian author Susanna Moodie, ‘The Broken Mirror’



This mirror represents Mrs Harden’s identity, it is her family’s 

will make her family’s fortune in Africa.

…



characteristic of returning someone’s image. Portraiture has been a Gothic literary 

Elizabeth Gaskell’s ‘The Old Nurse’s Story’ (1852), the narrator, Hester, ventures with 

family portraits. One of the portraits depicts the house’s tenant, old Miss Furnivall, 



person, but she differentiated between ‘portraiture’ and ‘picture identification’, 

cism, picture identification «‘proves’ the existence of ghosts, rationalising the 

Her selected early Victorian novel, Charles Dickens’s 

establishes identity, or the loss of it, through resemblance, or lack of it, to one’s own 

novel, Mary E. Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret

physical presence. As for the late Victorian Gothic novel, Oscar Wilde’s 

Gothic’s preoccupation with progeny’s resemblances to ancestral portraits» to 



in ‘His Secret’,

Trevannion’s husband has the feeling of being observed by the ancestors of his wife 

worth trial. In ‘Sir Hanbury’s Request’, a portrait of the late Sir 

In ‘The 

Ghost’s Name’, in the haunted room called cedar

In ‘The True 

Story of Don Juan Tenorio’

‘Eveline’s Visitant’ begins with the memory of a duel between the narrator, Hector 

André’s death allowe

me […] It was a hard and bitter life. It galled me, when I rode through the village, to see 



Evil One as the price of my cousin’s 

André keeps his promise, and often visits Eveline, now Hector’s wife, whenever she 

that, eventually, she dies. Hector lives in his cousin’s 

forgotten André’s threat because, as he says, there are no images of the dead man on 

owner. My cousin’s fair face had adorned more than one 

art developed in France in the eighteenth century. A boudoir is a lady’s private room, a 

means "to pout”.      



living. The lack of an image, to use Elliott’s words, identifying André made Hector 

o of André’s existence in the castle is a picture in the library, where Hector 

Elliott’s assumption, in relation to Lady Audley’s Secret

rgotten the “curse” but cannot gaze at 

André’s image, as he cannot accept what he has done. At first, he was the only one to 

elf of the person he loves. After Eveline’s 

A portrait is the key element and gives the title to one of Margaret Oliphant’s best 

short stories, ‘The Portrait’.

‘The Library Window’

of her aunt’s friend, she is attracted by a similar portrait, a vision induced by the thought of her library 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

‘Earthbound’, Edmund falls desperately in love with the ghost of a young woman to the point of 



day, Philip is called to his mother’s drawing

–

–

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



–

[…] 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

Philip’s attraction to his mother’s portrait brings to mind Christina Rossetti’s poem In an Artist’s 

—



no longer anxious about something, but inquiring about her son’s reaction, and he 

provided by the child’s recollection, but that missing he only feels «the incongruous 

Freud’s , represented by the impression of the painting’s changing features.

Everyman’s Library Pocket Poets, 1993), p. 59.

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

known his mother by child’s recollection, feeling a thread bonding them, which is a reference to the 

On Receipt of My Mother’s Picture

—

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



driving him where he believed, it brought him straight to his father’s libra

the old man spent most of his time. Mr. Canning is obviously surprised by his son’s 

Philip’s symptoms return again, and in a moment of strife with 

comment, are the only way of rendering the idea of what goes on in Philip’s body:

had been fired at my ear […] I was like a rider of a frightened horse, rendered almost 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories
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from, with ever increasing passion […] I felt the contagion growing upon me […] I was 

Philip is hurried once again to his father’s library, where he sees more letters with the 

Father, don’t let us deceive one another. I am neither a man to go mad nor to see ghosts. 

What it is that got the command over me I can’t tell: but there is some cause for it. You 

fere […] I 

– others […] Someone –

–

room, as if to find refuge at the portrait’s feet, the 

closest possible to his mother’s embrace, but is swept past it and pushed towards his 

wife’s cousin, who had no other relations in the world. It is not clear what kind of 

history the old man has with the girl’s family, but her sight certainly unsettles him, as 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



Agnes, her name being the same as Philip’s mother, also share

– –

–

–

cknowledge her existence. Philip’s thoughts fill with questions about the mother he 

Agnes seems to understand her boy’s needs even now that he is a grown 

s the terrible, the dreadful uncanny into the warm homely: Agnes’s 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



reincarnation of the other one, establishes her “kingdom” in the drawing

–

Oliphant’s portrayed figure is a benevolent representation of a member of the 

literary iconology, Ziolkowsi started from the “superstitious” consideration that if the 

as in the case of Oliphant’s ‘The Portrait’ and the two 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



its model, as in the case of Oscar Wilde’s (1891). Oliphant’s portrayed 

if we consider her “afterlife” bond with her house, husband and 

, for her intervention upon her family’s vicissitude 

men’s 

future perspectives. Agnes’s portrait actively determines the course of events, but it 

protagonists: echoing Poe’s ‘Tell Tale Heart’, we could speak of “tell rtrait”, 

her ‘The Secret Chamber’, where the apparently moving portrait of the late Lord 

In ‘The Secret Chamber’, portraiture becomes an issue of hereditariness, privilege and 

portrait of a malevolent ancestor, as is the case of Oliphant’s former Lord Gowrie, and 

L’Isola, la donna, il ritratto. Quattro variazioni

dell’Arco, 2001), pp. 35



living and the portrayed ‘devil’.

murder in Britain was between 1850 and 1925, covering a great part of Victoria’s 

In Braddon’s ‘His Secret’

friend Jasper, who is in love with Wyatt’s wife, Isabel.

t that made him the police’s first suspect.

affair while Edith was married to Percy Thompson, and both were accused of Percy’s murder. The man 

e freed from her husband. Despite Bywaters’s claims 



In his 1856 essay “The Demeanour of Murderers”, which appeared in 



premonitory abilities and knows when he will die, and Bertha, his dead brother’s ex

’s maid, 

Archer’s veins. During her few moments of reanimation, the woman accuses Bert

The tale is valued as one of the forefathers of horror fiction along with Bram Stoker’s 

and Robert Louis Stevenson’s 



narratives, both novels and short stories. Shakespeare’s «green

makes two sisters turn against one another in Gaskell’s ‘The Old Nurse’s Story’ 

ut eventually marries Maud in secret. This wedding is opposed to by the girl’s 

the following summer for the last time, having grown weary of the sisters’ mutual 

death, an innocent victim of her aunt’s jealousy and yearning for revenge. The 

the house and accompany Grace’s exhausting cons



is Riddell’s ‘Walnut Tree House’: the protagonist, Mr. Stainton, who belongs to the 

Stainton is often referred to, is deaf to the community’s talks about the haunting of the 

ghost’s appearance is presented quite cinematographically with a series of sound

was looking for the door’s handle, and the tension rises as the man takes out his gun; 

Stainton’s bewilderment soon turns into interest as the ghost

the boy was the legitimate heir to the mansion, but his grandfather’s will, certifying 

his sister. His uncle’s refusal to cure him led to the child’s death and to his becoming 

the heir to the family’s fortune. However, he grew mad as the child immediately 



Lady Audley in Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret

accused of the murder of her lover Emile L’Angalier. Her 

y ‘aggressive’ in the couple. Nonetheless, not all Victorian 

female authors compromised with this ‘technique’, in particular Charlotte Riddell 

generally discussed Riddell’s murderous characters in terms of their 

Riddell’s works, and it often recurs also in short stories like ‘Walnut e’, 

‘Nut Bush Farm’ and ‘The Open Door’, discussed above

but ‘Nut Farm’

Women’s Ghost Literature in Nineteenth



In ‘The Open Door’

having to rely on his son’s insufficient income). This causes anxiety to the young man, 

and his family’s. Furthermore, the narrator makes it pla

The family’s anxiety for respectability consumes its 

unity, as the narrator recalls the episode of his aunt’s marriage, taken out «so 

Also, some short stories in Mary Molesworth’s second collection of ghost stories, 

present unresolved questions of inheritance. ‘The Shadow in the Moonlight’

used to conceal a door leading to a hidden room in the ghost’s mansion where he engaged in gambling. 

People who witness the ghost’s app

degrading activities used to take place. Mary Molesworth, ‘The Shadow in the Moonlight’



Lady Ladlow’s behaviour is quite 

count on the old will, which was still in existence, caused the young lord’s loss of both 

ideal of domestic candour and fulfilment of the husband’s wishes. In this context, 

popular culture became women’s outlet to discuss this issue, especia



meaning that family stability was achieved if the wife submitted to the husband’s 

Masculinity was being particularly “threatened” by various 

the Married Women’s Property Act of 1882, which granted property rights to married 

ere nine women’s colleges in Oxford, London and 

mp, «“Throwing the Wedding Shoe”: Foundational Violence, Unhappy Couples, and Murderous 



segregation and celebrated men’s public virtues and women’s domestic containment, it 

executed for the murder of Patrick O’ Connor, the woman’s lover. The man’s body 

found to be the weak side, only submitting to his wife’s bidding.

mp, «“Throwing the Wedding Shoe”», pp. 39



in 1896, “Outrages on Women”, the author wrote that «in the criminal annals of 

Such articles led to discussions about the husband’s control over the 

wife’s body, and about how to improve women’s life quality within their houses, 

law and when it was appropriate to intrude upon a family’s private business, what 

limits should be attributed to the husband’s management of his wife’s person and 

the offspring of this growing consciousness of women’s rights. Surridge reported that 

the most prolific author in this direction. ‘The Old House in Vauxhall Walk’

Florence Marryat’s ‘The Invisible Tenants of Rushmere’ presents a story of feminicide perpetrated 

of cruelty leads to the girl’s restless soul lingering 



spiritual life. Graham’s visions always stage many people who surround Miss Tynan 

–

the clothes, as though even in sleep she was guarding her gold! […] Then he saw first 



family, until the end of the story, because Miss Tynan’s brother is the first and sole 

Miss Tynan’s greed is presented by Riddell as the worst 

the period of transition between the rise of women rights’ movements and the 

social, and scientific panorama. The robbery of Miss Tynan’s money, though failed, 

The same interpretation can be attributed to Old Mrs. Jones, the ghost of Riddell’s 

presented in the story is Mr. Richard “Dick” Tippens, the proud and happy 

which appears to be ‘justifiable’ if 

driver and its difficulties. Mr. Tippens’s greatest 



class family’s aspiration to rise to the upper stratus of 

society. On the other side, Mrs. Tippens is ‘generous’ in her own way, for behin

the woman’s extravagances will make her destitute. As Riddell commented: «it is a 

complains about Richard’s generosity, directed above all towards Mickey, his 

the family’s respectability. Yet, Mickey is the only one who warns the Tippenses about 

Troubles everybody that tries to live in the house you’re so set up with. Why, the last 

people did not stop a fortnight. It’s well known she walks the place over, from the second 

floor down; and, if you take my advice, you won’t go into the back

Riddell’s cinematic style of presenting her ghosts develops clearly in this 



from the children’s bedroom comes a climax of screams, “mother!”. The children are 

companions no longer […] She packed up her belongings and left 

things must be going on at Dr. Jones’s. His character, or rather lack of character, was 

isiting, for, of course, the poor knew even more about the doctor’s sins than their 

less frail, sisters; and the brazen impudence of the “dreadful creatures” he succes



The doctor’s indecorous behaviour leads to a resonating collapse of his reputation. 

engaged, and all signs of the doctor’s vices disappeared from view. However, after 

three years of marriage, the doctor’s conduct worsened and was even more terrible 

the ‘queen of Sheba or Solomon himself could have had nothing more splendid’.»

dirty and neglected, comparable to Miss Tynan’s Vauxhall Walk house. Dr. Jones 

returned to his ‘hobbies’ in the slums and grew indebted, but his wife would not pay 

dynamics of Miss Jones’s murder are discovered:

narrow window […] well furnished with chairs and tables […] she was the strangest 



helping the angel Mrs. Jones in domestic administration. It is only after the doctor’s 

keeper, but her husband’s shameful behaviour caused her 

and her house’s decline into a state of neglect and turned her into a miserly person. 

potentially lethal, ladies like Braddon’s Lady Audley, all this happening in a 

of social developments involving a growing consciousness of women’s rights.

Riddell’s ‘The House in Vauxhall Walk’ and ‘Old Mrs Jones’, two economically 

a husband, who forcibly attempt to restore their role of ‘alpha’ from both a social and 



the ghosts either ask or reject the living’s help through symbolic means such as shu

or open doors and windows as in Riddell’s ‘The House in Vauxhall Walk’, ‘The Open 

Door’ and ‘Old Mrs Jones’, or Oliphant’s ‘The Open Door’. Some spirits keep stalking 

genre often features […] a deliberate exploitation of the equivocal seme 

the artful deployment of words like “hostile” or “hospitable.” The ghost story can thus 

[…] be seen as both a host story and a guest story.

Etymologically speaking, the word “ghost” comes from Old English gāst ǣ

“the spirit, soul, ghost”, “breath”,



correlation between the living and the dead. “Guest” derives from Old English 

, with the short vowel this time, meaning, of course, “guest” but also “a 

stranger, an enemy”,

house’s nucleus, be it a friend or not, may represent a threat to the family. The last 

word making up the ghostly semantics of hospitality is the noun “host”, which has no 

hospĕs

different meanings like those of “host, person being hosted or hosting someone” and 

“stranger, foreigner”.

“not home related” and, consequently, generates feelings of dread. When families 

purposefully moving in, as in the case of Riddell’s ‘The Open Door’. The ghosts might 

acknowledging, in turn, the presence of the “foreign” entity within their family.

Tree House’s boy, Miss Tynan, and Lord Ladlow have 



urge is so intense that the ghosts ‘engage in a cooperation’ with the human guests

r that will not close, but successful, in that the house’s occupants’ intervention 

unfamiliar presence of what our mind cannot really grasp, is turned into the ‘canny’ 

is accepted as one with the house, as in the case of Molesworth’s ‘Lady Farquhar’s 

Old Lady’, where the protagonist, Maggie, understands the Old Lady’s impossibilit

calls her “her” old lady. Both phantom and living girl perform the duties of host and 

the spirits. In Oliphant’s ‘Old Lady Mary’, the only story in the corpus told from the 

but the woman’s vanity makes her believe that death is far from coming and that she 



mistakes, which led to her goddaughter’s status of guest in a house where she was 

mother’s 

until a will written by Old Lady Mary is found in her bedroom’s drawer by chance, as 

the ghost has no power of intervention over the living; Mary’s role is reversed, and 

Braddon’s ‘The Dreaded Guest’ is the most striking example in the corpus of a 

ly never approaches because a mould odour comes from it. The protagonist’s 



and the family is economically unstable; moreover, from Braddon’s description of this 

a “ghastly” burden from Newgate prison: the corpse of a coiner just executed for the 

The term “ghastly” is repeated thrice in reference to the corpse that has been carried 

“performance”, along with the terms “horror” and “awful”, spelt

The idea of returning the dead to life cannot but recall Mary Shelley’s masterpiece 

Frankenstein’s Creature, the coiner is still human and 

never died, so he can articulate a speech when revived, and asks his ‘saviour’ what 



“paws” and being very muscular

seems monstrous indeed. As Victor’s creation escapes 

mind), and he demands the doctor’s help:

You brought me back to life, and you’re bound to provide for me. I didn’t ask you to 

trying your blessed experiments! […] I didn’t ask to be restored, did I? […] Life’s no 

favour to such as me! Howsomedever, you’ve revived me, and now you must keep me 

Later the man leaves the surgeon’s room with the threatening promise to return 

of having been revived by the doctor’s volition, who consequently must acknowledge 

his responsibility and provide for him. This speech echoes the Creature’s in 

’s Chapter 10, when Victor meets him amongst the ice of the mountains 



the blood of your remaining friends […] Remember that I am thy creature; I ought to be 

Prestwitch for provisions. At the end of a long recollection of the Creature’s 

Shelley exemplifies with an epigraph that is a quotation of Adam’s words, to whom 

the Creature compares himself, from Milton’s

clay, so the coiner’s “corpse” is compared to «inanimate clay.»

name is Jonathan Blinker and who is even called a “creature” devoted to his creator,

Prestwitch’s body and mind as it happens to Victor in Shelley’s novel.



like vampires who must be welcomed in to be able to cross a building’s threshold, so 

Jonathan has been granted free passage to and from the doctor’s house. With his 

domination of Prestwitch’s will based on an unwanted return to life, Blinker has 

house’s master and host into a guest. The surgeon’s role is metaphorical 

daughter’s fiancé and his father. The pressure is skyrocketing, because the fiancé’s 

also because his daughter’s future economic stability is at stake, but the dinner is a 

o repay the doctor’s kindness, Blinker also states he will leave all his riches to 

property. As he abandons the role of undesired, “dreaded guest”, Blinker is welcomed 

Blinker had already started to repay his “creator” by sending fellow criminals to 



consecration of the Prestwitch’s family as fully middle class at the end of the narrative 

once “dreaded guest” becomes a welcomed guest, even more, part of the family, and 

and by involuntarily creating his own “monster”, what he believed to have been a 

gentleman Prestwitch, whose fortunes depend on the forger’s will. Blinker comes only 

inside the safe space of “home”, at the hand of trustworthy members of the family. 

room represents women’s management of the house on one side, while 

symbolising their public “face” on the other. Chapter 1 presents narratives that defy 

them to denounce the inequality they experienced and women’s relegation to the 



Mrs Jones can be interpreted as symbols of the ‘New Woman’, a term referring to

h powerful women. Murder is the culprit’s solution to 

husband’s wishes, violence being the last resort of frustrated masculinity in the face 

equilibrium. However, in the corpus’s short stories,

for help by means of different expedients, for instance the open doors in Riddell’s 

‘Vauxhall Walk’ ‘The Open Door’

The only exception to this is in Braddon’s ‘The Dreaded Guest’



justice, engaging in investigations and indulging in the entities’ “unorthodox” 

ey are uncanny. Yet, humans and the dead’s interchanges can be interpreted as 

mutual assistance in a process of acceptance of one’s condition, understanding of the 



Burke’s 

century literary and artistic discourse. Burke’s 

he described the precipices and steps that “break” the mountains around Tonon, close 

However, the subject’s observation is carried out in a position of security granted by 



When we describe something as ‘picturesque’, we usually have very little sense 

of how that adjective differs from ‘beautiful’, ‘pretty’ or ‘quaint’. A rich sunset, a 

associations […] [‘Picturesque’] means ‘like a picture’ and implies that each 

become a ruin of itself, thus more irregular and wilder. Gilpin’s theory of the 



, Knight interpreted the ‘picturesque’ as «after the manner of painters»,

Knight’s picturesque observer belongs to the category of cultural nobility, that is to 



Bellorini’s words,



Literary production and its related pictorial production offer ‘gardening art’ as the new 

consumer’s perception. The different poetics of gardening propose the objectification of 

a particular vision of life and being, it means objectification of nature’

poetry in particular, as different artistic languages ‘completing’ each other 

Hogarth’s concerns the principle of ‘variety’, which must 

‘waving line’ as a symbol of beauty. Hogarth drew inspiration from contemporary 

“First Follow Nature”. Riflessioni e note sulla semantica del giardino nella 

Bellorini discussed the semantics of the term ‘garden’ focusing on two aspects: first, the 

“First Follow Nature”

The first to theorise the requirements that gardens must fulfil to be ‘artistic’ was Francis Bacon in 



Hill’s Moral Rock Garden, were even planned so as to have multiple passages that 

ative elements. ‘Moral sense’ became one of the guiding principles of landscape 

tools simplified the gardeners’ work; the frenzy for glass houses

“First Follow Nature”



Gertrude Jekyll became a key figure as an ‘artist gardener’: she was trained at the 

women’s professional career, first as a horticultural writer, then as a scientist, thus 

Theresa Earle’s (1896), Eleanor Vere Boyle’s 

Smith’s 

(1897), Elizabeth von Arnim’s (1898), and Maud Maryon’s 



industrialism […] The Romantic Eden realm, incorporating the natural virtues of an 

ealized rural past, is neither totally defeated […] nor totally upheld […] Rather, it is 

century stories are often “Gothicised”, meaning 

“picturesque” kind. Elizabeth Gaskell’s novels 

The Old Nurse’s 



described Pip’s evolution throughout the text through the recurrent metaphor of the 

known counterpart to the Edenic garden setting is Collins’s Blackwater 

. The name of Sir Percival Glyde’s villa is already a 

’s Wife 



metaphorical botanical images in the novel suggest Braddon’s regret for the 

progressive eclipsing of Britain’s past, as suggested by Hassan,

’s vegetation itself 

The Doctor’s Wife



tale ‘Eveline’s Visitant’, the first image 

ke a man in exile in his own property. Eveline’s 

of love that beautifies even a “damned” soul.



the place representing the collapse of Hector and Eveline’s happiness. In fact, it is 

Could Hector’s pride be considered as Britain’s hubris originated 

The Doctor’s Wife

interpreted as industrialization slaying Britain’s roses, that is, its pastoral, rural history, 

by André? It is possible that Braddon believed that Britain’s imperialistic rule over 

another short story by Braddon, ‘Sir Luke’s Return’. The protagonist is Sir Luke 



Cadbury, who in his youth had inherited his father’s mansion alongside his debts and 

impoverishment. Sir Luke does not even secure his son’s future, because he squanders 

father, as he will regularly send money back to England to repay his parent’s 

his mother’s Italia



–

indulgence of the lusts of the flesh. Mr Grynde had a long nose, sharp as a bird’s beak, a 

Opposite to the villa’s garden, there is a little cottage described as “Gothic”, whose 

cottage garden and villa ‘grounds’. There was an old tumble

Grynde’s kitchen



Sir Luke’s picturesque garden has been beautified by neglect

Also in Riddell’s ‘A Strange Christmas Game’, the author 

describes the mansion’s garden as neglected, full of weeds overgrown with shrubs and 

own way. Both these gardens seem to reflect Gilpin’s theory of the picturesque: a 

in the case of ‘Sir Luke’s Return’, this is even more true i

Gilpin’s belief that the picturesque can be enjoyed only by

miliar in the panorama of the villa’s surroundings.

immediately comes to mind as the representation of Britain’s ideals of decorum, social 

camouflage internal struggles. On a wider level, Britain’s strength as an imperial 

power constantly challenged the country’s national identity due to its continuous 

Grynde’s garden could be seen as Britain itself, trying to annexe new territories that 

enclosed by the motherland, shaped after its own “whims”.

The colonies are “Gothic” like the little garden until they are moulded after the 

homeland’s necessities. The cottage garden threatens to contaminate the perfection of 



keeps the corruption of the foreign and its unfamiliarity at bay. In ‘Sir Luke’s Return’, 

becomes Luke’s destination. As an integrated and essential part of the Empire

On the other hand, we find the picturesque garden, Sir Luke’s preserved flower 

garden. His mother’s garden is the sole property Cadbury decides to maintain, because 

sents Britain’s past, it is the ensemble of the historical and cultural values of a 

untry’s past is the load

he is conscious that what is properly distinctive as “British” must be preserved, if not 

nurtured, whereas Braddon’s work seems to reflect a rather cautious attitude towards 

after testing the community’s worth. His miserly, assertive and ambitious distant 

Luke’s garden in a contemplative state, is granted a brighter future.

no particular symbolic meaning behind it. ‘The Ghost’s Name’

nned in Bacon’s time, and with many of the quaint features of that time still remaining, 

but without the sage’s more fantastic and tea



Bacon wrote Shakespeare’s plays, Shakespeare did not write Bacon’s essays: for he 

tately arches upon pillars of carpenter’s work, crowned with little turrets 

cages, or ‘broad plates of round coloured glass, gilt, for the sun to play 

upon’, in his scheme of an English garden.

first part of Bacon’s essay concentrates on the flower and plant species appropriate

[…] The green has two 



may go in front upon a stately hedge, which is to enclose the garden […] The garden is 

arches to be upon pillars of carpenter’s work, of some ten foot high and six foot b

arches let there be an entire hedge of some four foot high, framed also upon carpenter’s 

caused the Fall of Men: the garden’s beauty and symmetry counteract the mysterious 

originally built in Charles II’s times, at the end of a long corridor and isolated

What is peculiar here is that the room is referred to as “picturesque”:



–

–

The term “picturesque” is here referred not to nature, but to a man

the term “graphic” is employed 

disturbing, as is the case of the room’s description in the text. The term could also be 

would call the country house not picturesque at all, but rather “abominable” given its 

Also ‘Earthbound’ by Oliphant is 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



is a frost and it is Christmas […] The park at Daintrey was lovely always, but it never 

the light of hope and faith shines for mankind. As in this painting, in Oliphant’s tale 

the possibility of “resurrection” from tragedy and pain, a gui

“The Open Door” and 



the park’s side of the mansion from that of the lake. The encounter is described in a 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



– something white […] a woman, a lady, walking along with the most 

semidarkness caused by the wall, which seems to be blocking Edmund’s path towards 

–

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



“I go all about”, she said, very softly, “sometimes into the house; but no one sees me. 

me I will always remember which is you” […] “I have seen a great many, a great 

many”, she said; “they all come and go, but they do not see me. That is the punishment 

I have. The house is altered. But I take great interest in it: I was always fond of it.”

“Not gloomy to me. I was always fond of it. When it was put up we were all pleased. 

That was what was wrong in me. You know”, she said, with her little soft laugh […] 

“That is why I am here so much.” She paused, and gave a little sigh: but then added, 

htening, “It is not hard: when you are used to it, when now and then you meet with 

someone who sees you, it is not hard. I am a little sad sometimes, but very happy now.”

“it is so long since I have spoken to 

– since I have seen anyone run to meet me,” she said, “I wonder how it is that 

you, out of them all”.» Maud’s words express a strong wish to 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



interest: earth itself. As the title of this tale announces, Maud is “earthbound” both 

is serving her punishment, “exiled” on earth to expiate the guilt of being too fond of 

“I was so fond of the house and trees, and everything that was our own. I thought 

That is why I am here so much.”»

“It is not permitted. I told you I had loved the earth and all that was on it: and now I am 

–

would not understand.”

who could hear her voice and understand it; at this point, Maud’s sacrifice is doubled, 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other 



fancies and lust to overcome his judgement, silencing the woman’s voice and reducing 

her to an object of desire. The urn in the park could be Maud’s, and 

In ‘Earthbound’, the funerary urn placed in the park brings to mind an unknown 

’ ‘The Open Door’ is set in the park of a villa 

reflects the “mania” that took over Britain in the eighteenth century and that continued 

blending into the countryside, while the sense of “country” as rural terrain and “country” 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

England’s Ruins



therefore “unimagined” coincidence between country and country – the “naturalizing” 

–

eous coherence of the nation […] The hegemonic English group which 

imagines the community of “Britain” calls upon the figure of ruin to secure its past.

Romantics celebrated ruins in various works, from Wordsworth’s 

(1798) to Percy B. Shelley’s 

became “picturesque” also thanks to Ann Radcliffe, who applied the term to the 

Builder’s World

, ‘pleasing melancholy’ and ‘agreeable’ horror

England’s Ruins



therefore, melancholy, which has been defined as typically British, the ‘English 

Malady’, ascribed to various reasons, from the rainy climate to sedentarism to the 

overcrowding in urban areas. The feelings of ‘agreeable horror’ and ‘

melancholy’ are «nourished by images of decay, by monstrous, broken, irregular 

, which recreates the ruin’s former state 

enacted and given new value. The ruins’ liminality, qualifying 

them, liberating them from the vines and dust of the past. Similarly, in Oliphant’s 



landscapes in order to make them ‘picturesque’, literally picture

Wordsworth’s attitude towards the natural world was still a lingering presence over 



which opened with Coleridge’s 

Wordsworth’s meditative poem , Wordsworth’s ‘myth of nature’ was 

modest with respect to their noble predecessors’ on the Grand Tour, but the rising 

Wordsworth’s primary choice was to depict moments of rural life, for he considered country life as 

losophy is represented in literature through the use of a less sophisticated language, ‘really used by 

men’. Wordsworth refers to the sublime sense of «something far more deeply interfused.» We should 

ge that much of Wordsworth’s sensibility towards nature derives from his sister’s: Dorothy 

thy’s journals.



As for Victorian literature, it still was infused with Wordsworth’s views. Amongst 

go to town and, once there […] Jefferies mirrored in his own life the situation of millions 



manners, to avoid their being lost to posterity’s memory.

Jefferies’s lyrical recollection of nature sometimes 

Morris’s production comprises a 



is well illustrated in Hardy’s masterpiece Tess of the D’Ubervilles 

manages to convey the main character’s state of mind through the description of the 

land where life renews itself in spring, mirroring a moment in Tess’s life when she i

The name “Flintcomb Ash” is interesting to analyse: the 

defines “comb” as a «long and narrow 

“ash” 

–

Tess of the D’Urbervilles



declares “I am my own abyss”; life and will forego their struggle as Gothicscapes of 

“despondency and madness” are embraced with no thought of 

acts as the background of happenings that oblige the stories’ 



what takes place inside the characters’ heart and mind, and the tragic events that they 

that fuels the mind’s imaginative ability. This happens because the 

narratives, or it indulges the mood of the tales by depicting landscapes “in decline”.

refuge from the chaos of urban areas. In Braddon’s ‘The Little Woman in Black’, for 

– –



In ‘The Ghost’s Name’, a novelette by Braddon, Captain Donnelly dreams of a 

In ‘Herself’, already 

Providence […] There are doctors always teasing me about my weak chest, and there is 

Braddon uses the term “picturesque” to depict two buildings in two of her tales: the first one is the 

family castle of the De St. Valliers ‘His Oldest Friends’ (

‘Dorothy’s Rival’

, p. 102. Mary Elizabeth Braddon, ‘His Oldest Friends’, in 

In ‘The Invisible Tenants of Rushmere’, Florence Marryat presented an idyllic landscape 



through Violetta’s eyes, and thus remains unaffected by her enthusiasm: in fact, 

Braddon’s descriptions of the landscape in this story always tend to suggest that 

solace, but death. The wilderness outside of it only reflects Lota’s impossibility of 

the dead, and, therefore, it stands as an omen of Violetta’s death.

…

Oliphant’s dreadful castle in ‘The Secret Chamber’ is surrounded by velvet 



of the olives, and so to about midway between the valley, where Taggia’s antique palaces 

A similar description occurs in ‘Sir Hanbury’s Request’: one day, Sir Hanbury walks through the 

a red scarf. He moves like the chamois hunter in Lord Byron’s 

amongst the mountains’ crags and rarely moves to valley. Manfred is particularly touched by this figure, 

–



glitter, also casts a shadow on Lota’s face, which Helen cannot see. The sickness of 

on Violetta’s brittle body, and Helen is of course 

apparently heavenly place seems meant to hide the truth and hinder Lota’s salvation.

the landscape does not match the rapid deterioration of Violetta’s health, 



Braddon employed a similar technique of landscape presentation in ‘Good Lady 

Ducayne’, also set in Italy in the winter season. The protagonist of this story is Bella 

even lack food to eat. Bella’s mother was a noblewoman before marrying a 

than London’s and brings Bella with her. Italy is dreamland to the girl’s dreamy soul; 

– –

the narrow ridge of pebbles and weeds which is the Italian idea of a beach […] the sun 

is so hot […] lov

–

–

–

Helen and Lota depict it in ‘Herself’. She 

Bella’s joyful wanderings will not last long, as 

her health, like Violetta’s, progressively declines; she appears drained of her life, 



mosquitos. The sublime thus penetrates Bella’s life in the form of terror, heightened 

incapable of leaving to return to the safety of her mother’s arms. Braddon illustrates 

lla’s downfall by saying that she sits motionless in the wind, amidst all the beauty 

new and progressive artistic sentiment could rise, the ‘Dolomite picturesque’ as 

guides for the good practice of ‘mountaineering’, as it is called in Somerset’s 

prompting safety, competence and training, include Joseph and Elizabeth Pennell’s 

(1898), Elizabeth Tuckett’s 

(1864), and A. F. Mummery’s 



Monte Tofana, seen from Cortina d’Ampezzo

The Swiss Alps are the setting of Rhoda Broughton’s ‘The Man with the 

Nose’ and are the destination of Hector and Eveline’s gateway from France in their 

attempt to escape the ghost of André in Braddon’s ‘Eveline’s Visitant’; also 

ntainous landscape in her short story ‘Unexplained’.

In Broughton’s story, two lovers have just got married and they must decide where 

Freud’s theory of the

The excursions to the Alps were encouraged also by means of art exhibitions, like Walton’s, and 

such as W.D. Howard and F.H. Lloyd’s privately published phot

Collins’s 

she perceives by reading her sister’s letters, sent by Laura during her honeymoon with Sir Percival in 



that the couple’s happiness is not going to last forever. As Broughton inserts elements 

r’s 

with some financial questions, a departure that seals Elizabeth’s end. While the couple 

It is impossible not to mention John Keats’ poem 



–

feeling pervades Elizabeth’s soul. This moment of tranquillity is interrupted by

Elizabeth’s husband’s voice, a brisk return to reality that extinguishes the serenity she 

German woods and mountains are the setting of Mary Molesworth’s ‘Unexplained’. 



So we were to start the next morning for an excursion in the so called “Forest”, in the 

[…] And at the end of three or four days of this, weather permitting, 

from which we started, were to leave my children and me for a fortnight’s country air in 

village of Silberbach […] I did not then, I do not now, know –

–

–

glowing summer day. We were in the forest […] 

– –

flock […] following him accord



d’s flute, 

pipe that he is playing lets out notes defined as «pathetic […], simple, barbaric»:

rural context as something “uncivilised” because extraneous to the constructions of 

to Rousseau’s state of nature, granted by the multisensorial experience that envelops 

eep the reader’s attention high, 



and this causes the locals’ state of ill

world place […] There was a general look of 

unwelcoming for a foreigner; however, the reader’s perception is 

certainly influenced, as is the protagonist’s, by the supernatural blue haze and by the 

The climax of this tale is the encounter of Nora, the narrator’s daughter, with the ghost 

the protagonist’s, in the same shop, as a gift for his mother. 



Rural life is also crucial in Margaret Oliphant’s ‘The Open Door’, which is set in 

the park surrounding Brentwood, the villa of a Colonel’s family in Scotland. The 

stands on that fine and wealthy slope of country […] The village of 

– –

en its rocks and trees […] Our side of the dell was charmingly 

and to the village bridge which crossed its stream […] Village architecture does not 

picturesque […] We had walks in plenty, the glen being always beautiful in all its phases, 

to the Campbells in ‘The Lady’s Walk’. The male narrator, a close friend to Miss 

life, joined with the beauty of Oliphant’s descr

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



–

–

past of innocent, pure relation with the natural world as in Molesworth’ 

‘Unexplained’.

called Lady’s Walk, the path in 

the mansion’s park haunted by the invisible ghost of an ancestor of the family, the 

apt: in fact, the lady’s spirit is terrifying only for those who are unfamiliar with its 



their family’s integrity.

in the context of this story, the spirit’s movements 

above, the narrator does not share the family’s lore, so the sounds produce fright in 

experienced before; as a consequence, exploring the Lady’s 

“sublime” storm, he wanders in the park and the spectre appears before him, but in 

coachman’s wife, living there in the park, opens the 



Charlotte Riddell set her ‘Nut Bush Farm’



Molesworth’s party’s reaction before the valley around Seeberg in ‘Unexplained’, the 

…

mansion’s rent. The woman, who has a habit of drinking brandy and of being shabby, 



– […] He went on, and so did I, till 

bushes grow, then he disappeared from sight […] I 

e same man bustled suddenly across my path […] I saw a man rise [from it] and stand 

affair. Jack dismisses his sister’s confession as foolishn



–

–

–

–

– –

– – –

Wordsworth’s emotions recollected in tranquillity, the myth of nature where man and 

the reader a hint about the resolution of the former tenant’s mysterious departure by 

by reporting in indirect speech Jack’s thoughts.

n ‘Nut Bush Farm’, the 



k’s feat and becomes a cemetery for the poor tenant’s body. Nature is 

romantically depicted here through the emotions it evokes in Jack’s heart and soul in 

the misty marshes of Kent are near Pip’s home and his parents and siblings’ graves, 

Klaeber’s Beowulf. Fourth 



Florence Marryat’s ‘Lost in the Marshes’ is a short tale set in an English county 

inaccessibility, or at least accessibility at one’s own risk, of 

Wetlands are more frequently mentioned in American literature: for instance, Emily Dickinson’s 



–

immeasurable pit like Hell itself. The adjective “unfathomable” serves the purpose of 





: like the material windows described in Chapter 1, Lizzie’s eyes are closed 

perceive the nefarious aura of the marshes. The horse’s rider is the other female 

«spoilt […] impetuous, saucy, and self

grey eyes and the complexion of a crimson rose, to use the author’s words, known as 

reminding of Mr Tippens’s family in Riddell’s ‘Old Mrs Jones’, eliciting and exacting 

the rustic villagers’ respect. Rosa is the worthy heir of her father, as her vainglory has 

287. Rosa’s attitude hides the pressure of 

her family, her father and brother’s, on her. She is constantly reminded of her status as a lady, she is 



on Larry’s pride, and he 

completely falls for it, either because he longs for Rosa’s admiration or, more simply, 

a’s lover. Darley had intended to marry Rosa against her family’s will, him 

being “only” a gamekeeper, but it turned out that he was already married to another 

woman, and Barnes himself had been the one who revealed it to Rosa’s father. In a 

men engage in a fight whose inevitable result is Larry’s death, as Darley has the 

loved ones. However, Barnes’s body is not recovered 

personal quest until she actually finds Larry’s body. Lizzie’s pure soul and loving 

both intact, as the chemical properties of the swamps’ terrain preserved Larry’s body 

from decomposition. The villagers finally grasp the truth about Barnes’s death at the 

his poor soul, victim of a woman’s fancies, 



and his fiancée, who sacrificed her life at the altar of love, a final image of the lovers’ 

and good and, consequently, death and life. Rosa’s foolishness, derived from her self

Lizzie’s pure soul and Larry’s innocent gullibility 

e marshes’ 

insalubrious terrain, usually trodden by society’s scum, returns Larry’s unscathed 

body to the surface. Seemingly, Lizzie’s body does not sink into the depths of the 

Mariaconcetta Costantini, «The Lure of the “Frozen Deep”: Nineteenth

Costantini, «The Lure of the “Frozen Deep”», p. 7. The consequence of this “policy” was the 

caricature of the Inuit tribes, both physically and in terms of their “uncivilised” lifestyle. Furthermore, 



already died. The expedition was from then on led by Francis Crozier, Franklin’s 

is expected in London in a few days’ time, when he will, it is stated, proceed to Dundee 

–

Freeman’s Exmouth Journal



–

–

Costantini, «The Lure of the “Frozen Deep”», p. 9.



Victorians interpreted the “frozen deep” as interconnected with ideas of defian

The concept of “otherness” was particularly crucial to these 

highlighted the Victorian anxiety caused by the presence of the “other” and the 

of the ascent. […] 

“Wandering spirits, if 

rom the joys of life.”» See Mary Shelley, 

Costantini, «The Lure of the “Frozen Deep”», pp. 10



Dickens; the extent of Dickens’s contribution to Collins’s play is still a matter of 

The play’s plot revolves around the Franklin expedition’s disaster, where the ships got 

The Captain’s speech highlights the dreadful condition of loneliness and isolation 

Costantini, «The Lure of the “Frozen Deep”», pp. 12. Costantini also mentioned the influence of 

Darwin’s theories on such authors, because his and other naturalists’ assumptions suggested a 

ivilisation and “otherness”. In Collins’s 

technological advancement, while “savages” were thought to be soulless and utterly ignorant by 



human mind, which is to be considered in relation to Collins’s deep interest in the 

paranormal and in psychic “activities” such as hypnotism and mesmerism.

and has a vision of Richard holding Frank’s head while the man is 

Doyle’s 



but he cannot hear her. Florence Marryat’s Mrs Graham in ‘Sent to His 

Death!’ –

is well represented by Clara’s vision, wh

atmosphere described through terms such as “livid”, “spectral”, “ghost like”. The 

iceberg on which Frank lies slowly drifts away, as does Clara’s hope to see him alive 

home, Clara’s unbelief is reprimanded by her friend, Mrs Crowford, who 

And again: «Now, Clara […] which of us is right? I who 

Elizabeth Gaskell’s Sylvia’s Lovers 

describes the terrible feeling of uneasiness of the crowd awaiting the mariner’s 

Clara is “accused” of suffering from «

Costantini, «The Lure of the “Frozen Deep”», p. 39. Collins remained enthralled by the pole for all 

and the ‘Devil’s Spectacles’ (1879). See Wilkie Collins, 

Bentley, 1872) and the ‘Devil’s Spectacles’, in 



equals to condemning them to an afterlife of torment: they cannot rest in God’s peace, 

Elizabeth Braddon’s ‘My Wife’s Promise’.

Sylvia’s Lover, ed. Francis O’ Gorman (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 

‘Eveline’s 

Visitant’



lost despite the leader’s scientific expertise. Richard’s first impression of the polar 

Contrary to Collins’s black 

waters and Gaskell’s grey icebergs, Braddon’s blue sea contrasts with the death of the 

This first image of the Arctic offered by Braddon’s 

character is opposed to the canonical interpretation of the Arctic as “sublime”, which 

had its culmination after the wreckage of the Franklin’s expedition. It was 

known works such as Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s 

Burke’s aesthetics: danger and pain are terrible if they come too close to us, but if they 

are observed from a distance, they could even be “delightful”. The mysteriousness o

David Friedrich’s 



–

–



In Braddon’s story, Richard returns from his first expedition enthralled by those 

sublime areas into an obsession in Richard’s mind, who intends now to organise a new 

prevent the explorers from passing: it is nature’s power over humans, who live in a 

Nature. One might recall Kant’s transcendentalism, according to which the contact 

“ghastly” white of the boundless expanse of snow and ice: the term, which is 

etymologically cognate of “ghost”, has the now obsolete meaning of «causing terror, 



for he feels “possessed” by the call of the North Pole. The new expedition has little 

in Richard’s obsessed mind, with the Christmas spent amongst his companions, in a 

of fatigue in the Arctic fulfils Richard’s life more than the commodities of his 

r officer are trivial. This journey at the end of the world nourishes Richard’s 

Despite the siren’s song that Richard 

mariners, defeated by the “demon” of the North. A



empowered, a symbol of virility bolstered by his “imperialistic” endeavours:

Things worsen when the couple’s son, a child of barely two 



son’s death. He appears like an outsider in the city, where his specific competence is 

totally in communion. He is gratified by the sailors’ acknowledgement of his abilities 

that connects this land to Richard’s very soul, it mesmerises him and attracts him like 

–

departure for long. She calls the Arctic a «wild, awful world […] eternal ice and 

to Collins’s Clara, Isabel fills the Arctic with theological meaning because, as she 



–

–

or in danger, triumphant or despondent […] if I should be taken from you, dearest, you 

magnetism between them will allow Isabel’s spirit to find her 

–



some provisions later discovered by the other explorers). The only sign of “civilised” 

a sign that they have not been forgotten and rest in God’s grace.

station. The remarks on the “civilised” hands who made the mounds, without ever 

ht have been the local tribes, confirm Richard’s tendency to consider 

the indigenous people as «“gothic” wilderness on the borders of civilisation.»

This consideration echoes Parker’s statement regarding the inhabitants of the 

Gothic narratives: she called this theme the ‘primitive 

beneath the civilised’. In discussing woodland societies, she argued that, since the 



Moreover, despite Kant’s theory that nature can be challenged by man, we can see 

form “oecology” in an article that appeared in the science, literature and art journal 

planet, so that it also became known as the “economy of nature”.

With reference to the primitive and the “uncivilised”, Capancioni discussed cannibalism and 

Dickens’s “rewriting” of the Franklin Expedition to turn the British into the victims of the Inuits. See 

Cannibalism, Charles Dickens, and Franklin’s Last Arctic Expedition: “a fate as 

melancholy and dreadful as it is possible to imagine”,

437; John Rae, «Dr Rae’s Report to the Admiralty», 

Nature’s Economy. A History of Ecological Ideas



However, a definite idea of what “ecocriticism” actually means is 

consideration the rising “ecological” spirit of Victorians and the environmental 

lastingly decisive than the sensational diaries of a leading politician […] The 



brutal effects of earth’s exploitation really became visible only 

Richard Kerridge on ‘ecological’ Hardy who, in 

Wessex; he also considered Kerridge’s celebration of Hardy’s ability to see the same 

, to which the scholar attributed a loose ‘ecological’ sense of 

wonders of nature […] Denied formal higher education, they also constituted 

[…] Within the system of scientific practices defined by 



scientific education and career, which remained a male prerogative, an “ecologic 

discourse” that questioned their contemporary man

and Gothic fiction offered the perfect stage for all kinds of women’s 

literary activism. Female authors’ interest in the relationship between nature and 

human activity has led to the concept of “ecofeminism”, «a socio

ssociates ecological […] concerns with feminist ones.»

“ecoGothic”, a theoretical lens and a new literary and cultural mode.

“anthropocentrism”, arguing that the «monstrous anthropocentric gaze» can 

Reconceiving Nature. Ecofeminism in Late Victorian Women’s Poetry



“anthropocentrism” is defined by the 

referred to as “ecophobic” associations. She further state

—

flow across and between all sorts of ‘bodies’, very much fits in with 



war ‘factory farming’? With the advent 

of the automobile? With consumerism, capitalism and the extinction of the ‘organic 

community’? With the in

omic progress were “inflicting” upon the British (and 

European) environment in the nineteenth century. Their focus on nature’s perfection 

Green Victorians: The Simple Life in John Ruskin’s Lake District 



in passages from, for example, Molesworth’s ‘Unexplained’, Oliphant’s ‘Earthbound’

or Riddell’s ‘Nut Bush Farm’

‘civilised’ lifestyle:

Nature appears, in Bate’s terms, as a form of recreation because beholding the view 

s’ own sensibility.

creation […] The 

view is seen from a ‘station’, a raised promontory in which the spectator stands above 

ment mastery […] Oscar Wilde 



‘Unexplained’ ‘Nut Bush Farm’

possibly allude to a more “engaged” reading of the natural landscape, not restricted to 

authoresses seemed to understand that «“nature” is an abstraction, true, but i

The natural environment is thus a “landscape for escape”, where the suffix 

“ scape” associates the two terms and fosters the concept of finding refuge in nature. 

and, rarely, as a synonym for “landscape”.



“landscape” thus contains in itself two further meanings, that of escapism, «the 

and that of the “picturesque”, a concept explored by these authoresses. 

–

[…] lik

‘The Open Door’

discussed the condition of the stream that runs by Brentwood’s manor:

–

–

–

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



urban, industrialised areas like Glasgow, the setting of Oliphant’s ‘The Lady’s Walk’

Brentwood’s mansion and its park are located 

of this landscape is contrasted with the city of Edinburgh’s skyline: the city’s Castle 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



’s monuments have «spires and towers piercing through the smoke.»

…

located downwind from a coal intensive district suffered from their neighbour’s 

2015 by Walker Hanlon from Massachusetts’s National Bureau of Economic 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“Air – Revealed”, see at 



the greatest increases in coal use intensity […] By the 1891

Air pollution was physically visible because it took the “shape” of smoke, but it 

d be the partial cause of a major environmental problem affecting the nation’s 

end of all civilization. A series of “fog seasons”, during which people really had to 

“Air Pollution in Victorian Era Britain”, p. 9.



[…] By the late 1850s, also, journalistic benchmarking had confirmed that 

downs had become more frequent, costly and dangerous […] Despite due 

Oliphant, a quite long novelette called ‘The Beleaguered City’. The story is 

appear on the church and other buildings’ walls like , “summoning”, and 

, “the true meaning of life”. At a certain point in the long 

the women are “chosen” to communicate with the fog and welcomed back behind its 

e a party of ghosts, the spirits of the locals’ loved ones, 

le bon Dieu c’est l’argent!

XIX (October 1893), p. 232; reported as is quoted in the text’s note.

, «‘The Heart and Home of Horror’: The Great London Fogs of the Late Nineteenth 



–

Even though the story is displaced, Oliphant’s reference to the situation in England 

joyful and “purified”. The religious metaphor runs throughout the whole story, with 

“resurrected” to grace to the 

the valuable things and God’s greatness, meaning that the fog over the city of London 

In the tale, women are the main architects of the whole village’s redemption, since 

‘Earthbound’, Semur’s women can have their voices heard and are 

the vehicle of the change of course that saves the citizens’ souls.  As speculative as it 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



‘Unexplained’

–

was back at the early morning’s starting –

place following nature’s rhythm. To the glorification of nature is opposed that of 

raddon’s ‘Dorothy’s Rival’: however, the city is considered as an El 

Similarly, in ‘Prince Ramji Rowdedow’, Slimeford



The dirt is intrinsic to the tautological town’s name, since “slushy” means “muddy, 

miry” and “slime” is a thick, muddy substance; “ford” is “to look”, thus “to look at 

slime”, but it also means “shallow part of a river” that can be crossed. Braddon 

Avon, Shakespeare’s birth

n ‘Sir Hanbury’s 

Request’ the town of Loomborough is 



Molesworth’s Anne, the protagonist of ‘Witnessed by Two’, is persuaded by her 

Rhoda Broughton’s ‘The Truth, the Whole Truth and Nothing but the Truth’, 

Pier to see the Calais boat come in […] There is a wind here 

Wolfe displayed […] There are glaring white houses, glaring white road



Oliphant’s ‘Earthbound’

protagonist of ‘Poor Pretty Bobby’, Mrs Hamilton, lives happily as a young girl in her 

father’s rented mansion in the countryside, near Plymouth:

– –

The protagonist's mother imagines that the soldier Bobby, the girl’s loved one and 

her father’s protégé, would want a room overlooking the garden filled with flowers 

elms. The sun was shining all this time […] There were soft showers enough to keep the 

–

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



the context seems to render the labourers’ work in the fields 

‘The Open Door’

love the Meadowshire’s countryside and to be one of the 

‘Nut

Bush Farm’

and soothe his soul. Finally, Edgar Stainton, the protagonist of ‘Waln Tree House’, 



solace to the characters in the stories, as is the case of André de Brissac in Braddon’

‘Eveline’s Visitant’ and Maud and Edmund in Braddon’s ‘The Ghost’s Name’. 

connected with the nation and its imperialistic endeavours, detectable in Braddon’s 

‘Eveline’s Visitant’ and ‘Sir Luke’s Return’: these stories seem to suggest 

endanger the greatness of the Empire, and therefore the need to protect Britain’s past.

of ominous criminal or supernatural “entities” at work in stories like Braddon’s 

‘Herself’ and ‘Good Lady Ducayne’’, Broughton’s ‘The Man with the Nose’, and 

Molesworth’s ‘Unexplained’.

one another: the marshes in Florence Marryat’s ‘Lost in the Marshes’

in Braddon’s ‘My Wife’s Promise’.  The marshes are one of the typical habitats of 

by Oliphant, ‘The Open Door’, Braddon, ‘Prince Ramji 

Rowdedow’, or Riddell’s ‘Walnut Tree House’. The possible ecocritical 



interpretations of passages from these tales reflect the Victorians’ growing interest in 

actions have on the environment and, therefore, on people’s lives.



Lombroso’s theories. If the body bears the marks of criminality, then it becomes the 

rning social envy, discourses on women’s role in society, therefore related to 

“reversed colonization”.

in particular on the Irish and on people of “darker complexions”, specifically the 



and identified a «distinctly ‘somatic’ aspect of 

Mighall’s statements derive from the frequent representations of 

as also suggested by Mighall’s use of the term “somatic”, Victorians believed that 

ld reveal one’s inner wickedness and criminal tendency, 

1832), the inventor of the term “phrenology” , “mind”, and 

, “discourse”)



further illustrated Gall’s proceedings



books and pamphlets by 1836; a paramount work in phrenology was Combe’s 

when a “popular”, cheaper edition was released it sold 90.000 copies by 1851.

g principle of Lombroso’s 

criminal profile; to specific traits corresponded a sphere of crimes. Lombroso’s 



were physiognomists themselves like Holmes, but also Edgar Allan Poe’s August 

Graham’s Magazine

The Lady’s 

The Chamber’s Journal

century criminological discourse, Arthur Conan Doyle’s Holmes 



–

163. In discussing the figures of Stoker’s Dracula and Wilde’s 

in judging positively the character, something that happens because phrenological “laws” might 



example of Braddon’s Lady Audley and Edward Bulwer Lytton’s Lucretia Dalibard 

In particular, Lucretia’s moral corruption is matched by 

Lucretia’s eyes are those of a bloodthirsty creature, a vampire or a wild 

fi works of the Victorian Age: we find an example in H. G. Wells’s 

transformed by Dracula in Bram Stoker’s 1898 novel. The Count’s victims, namely 

from Florence Marryat’s 

fi element of Well’s novel, in that the protagonist is 

Harriet Brandt, «the puma’s cub»

punishment for having divulged her husband’s infidelities and marital violence.



suffering of the creatures subjected to the scientist’s experiments, while her 

another similar vampire figure in one of her short narratives, namely ‘Sent to His 

Death!’. The protagonist, Dolly, visits her friend Bessie at her mansion, Poplar Farm; 

young Mrs Graham, a woman who immediately strikes Dolly’s attention for her 

–

ar unreal, too flawless to be human. Furthermore, Mrs Graham’s limpid 

by her narrator, Marryat instils suspicion in the reader about the nurse’s nature, 

personality, and intentions, further reinforced by the fact that Bessie’s child seems to 



woman’s eyes might derive from the nurse’s realisation that she can no longer act 

could perform “her duties” without taking any risk, but Dolly represents an obstacle 

The first time I saw it, Dolly, I thought I should have died of fright […] Everybody was 

– – crossed me. It sprung up, I don’t 

door […] I know 

and fearful staring eyes […] We hear it every night [

The same look of fear in the creature’s eyes is detected by Bessie, so the reader 

As the story progresses, we learn that Mrs Graham’s own baby boy had also died, 



herself a figure, a white, tall shadow who answers with sobs to Dolly’s question «who 

precedes the climax of the tale, the revelation of the truth about Mrs Graham’s nature, 

nurse as the haunting presence in the house. Mrs Graham’s hallucinations and bad 

with respect to Marryat’s Mrs Graham, is Braddon’s ‘Good Lady Ducayne’.



submitted to by the lady’s Italian doctor, Parravicini, who then uses their blood to 

prolong Lady Ducayne’s life by transfusing it into

Never had she seen anyone as old as the old lady sitting by the Parson’s fire: a little old 

–

shining eyes, the small, aquiline nose was hardly visible […] Claw

with jewels, lifted a double eyeglass to Lady Ducayne’s shining black eyes

Lady Ducayne is presented like a harpy from Bella’s point of view, and a few 

features of her body immediately catch the reader’s attention: her hands and her eyes, 

atures are hardly recognisable. The hyperbolic description of Lady Ducayne’s 

appearance makes the reader imagine an old hag from a Grimms’s fairy

that they exchanged views on it: ‘Good Lady Ducayne’

Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s ‘Good Lady Ducayne’



she were to choose the best piece of meat out of the butcher’s shop: «have you good 

(DigiCat Ebooks: 2022), page numbers unavailable. In Braddon’s 

‘Eveline’s Visitant’ the narrator Hector, murderer of his cousin André, is «dark of visage and stern of 

manner», for this reason women never appreciated his looks. On the contrary, in ‘My Unlucky Friend’, 

the man possesses the traits of an intellectually developed person, who however fails to read his lover’s 



Ducayne begins to “vampirise” Bella: for days, the pseudo

by calling them “vampires”,

deprecating. On the contrary, Bella’s lover, a young medical practitioner named 

Stafford, whom she meets in Italy, contradicts Parravicini’s diagnosis by firmly stating 

Bella’s 

–

– –



The feelings are given by Parravicini’s hand pressing on her mouth and nose with 

dismisses Parravicini’s theories and admits that she does no longer believe in them, 

The old woman’s concerns about the good 

In Lady Audley’s Shadow. Mary Elizabeth Braddon and Victorian Literary 

passage from Edward Hammond Clarke’s 



re’s energetic field.

starting with Luigi Galvani’s experiments on dead frogs. The result of his 

tests, which saw the dead animals “react” when electrostatic discharges penetrated 

Experiments of this sort are amongst the sources of inspiration of Mary Shelley’s 



like Gabriel Davis’s Graduated Medical Galvanic Machine (1874), the Matthews 

Brothers’ Pocket Magneto Electric Machine (1870) and Dr John Ambrose Fleming’s 

part of William Harvey’s experimentations, thanks to which he discovered the 

: in this case he does consider the risks, for mixing the ‘pure’ blood of the young 

i’s experimentation and forbids him to continue, threatening to divulge the 

abominable moral conduct of the culprits. Stafford’s attitude mirrors another side of 



characterises Lady Ducayne’s descriptions, a comparison reinforced by the claw

to relinquish her coins; other similarly described hands recur in Margaret Oliphant’s 

‘The Library Window’ Riddell’s ‘Old Mrs Jones’.

In Oliphant’s story, one of the guests of the protagonist’s aunt, who frequently 

Oliphant’s description of her echoes the figure of the fairy

in the story, the old woman interrupts the girl’s reveries before the library window and 

her niece’s state of 

The “library window” girl describes Lady Carnbee as follows:

Lady Carnbee’s lace was the chief thing about her –

in an ugly old claw setting […] The hand which seemed to come almost to a point, with 

–

, p. 38. The elusive phantom in Braddon’s 

‘The Ghost’s Name’ has red

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



–

like hand, however, that absorbs the girl’s attention, with 

woman’s survival, as if it were a source of power or of protection. The ensemble of 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

The same feeling is identifiable in Braddon’s ‘The Little Woman in Black’, where the stalker of 



Riddell’s ‘Old Mrs Jones’ is the only vampire / witch

The Tippens children see Mrs Jones too, with eyes as black as a doll’s and 

Hebrew for “shade”, 

alludes to Mrs Jones’s foreign provenance and announces her fate as a ghost lingering 

the greedy Miss Tynan of Riddell’s ‘The Old House in Vauxhall Walk’ is equally 

wife’s children are said to have created the 

civilised arts and to have begun human civilisation, which is thus not God’s gift but th



Old Mrs Jones and Miss Tynan, like the agent who demands Bella’s coins in ‘Good 

Lady Ducayne’, all suggest a different kind of reading, of an economic nature. These 

In Braddon’s short story, Ducayne’s vampirism is justified not only by her desire to 

–

–

words, Lady Ducayne ‘capitalises’ the young girl’s youth and health in order to fight 

against the consequences of her ‘climacteric’ stagnation.

interpreted from an economic perspective. Bann analysed in particular ‘Old Mrs 

Jones’, 

financial market and Riddell’s own biography to discuss «the perilous nature of 

In Lady Audley’s Shadow



that both ‘Good Lady Ducayne’ and Bram Stoker’s 

territories. Braddon’s tale acquires a racial connotation if we consider Lady Ducayne’s 

Riddell’s Old Mrs Jones 

has these dark features in common with Braddon’s character, with the addition of her 

instability was the genre’s structure and thematic loadstone. Wilkie Collins’s 

bodily focus in the extreme […] Most memorably, when narrator Walter Hartright feels 

every drop of blood in [his] body… brought to a stop by the touch of a hand laid lightly 

In Lady Audley’s Shadow



Gothic fiction is closely related to representations of the body’s fragility and lack 

novels’ narrative structures and the characters involved in them; his heroines in 

(1843): the reader’s response changes according to our own identification or not 



opposition to “normally abled” bodies to potentially criticise «those modern practices 

hip as “nature”, and Hingston asserted that she associated malfunctioning 

Vielmas discussed Braddon’s portrait of the feminine body in 

Lady Audley’s Secret, arguing that, similarly to what happens in Dickens’s 

physiognomic rules. However, the heroine’s character develops throughout the text 



Braddon’s production is populated by physically or sensory impaired characters 

The Lady’s Mile 

Similarly, Braddon’s short fiction 

The story ‘Herself’ has already been discussed and its protagonist, Violetta 

It could be possible to read in Lota’s vicissitudes a similar burn

Lady Audley’s Secret

draining environment of London, in poor health maybe because of the city’s pollution, 

ghts the “lonely” character of the house in 

people have faded and died in the house, there is a constant reminding of Lota’s 

The Lady’s Mile 



since his arrival. Helen finds the grandfather’s diary where he reported his experiences 

–

life, and dropping peacefully into the centenarian’s grave.

The excesses of emotions of Lota’s grandfather betray a certain fear of death 

pochondria, obsession, nervous breakdown. The premature death of Lota’s 

Hammond’s own blood to be responsible for the girl’s poor health, caused by heredity.



–

The grandfather’s life was marked by wealth, with the egoistic perspective of 

class “intellectuals” were the man’s 

solitude. The movement from one extreme to the other threw the man’s stability off 

pid’s 



Another representation of physical disability appears in Braddon’s ‘Dorothy’s 

Rival’ (1867), a narrative fully structured on the 

‘Handsome is who handsome does’, said Dorothy’s mother; and the girl felt as if her 

presumed reproductive ability as if she was to be sold to the best suitor. Dorothy’s 

beauty becomes the coin for an exchange, and she the “victim” of morally debased 

, Johnson’s magazine 

and her family’s precepts.

Dorothy’s father is assisted by Matthew Wall, a young clergyman presented as «very 



etween “Wallites” and “anti Wallites”; amongst the latter is a family of 

physically moves away from her to signal her distance from her parent’s position. Her 



Matthew’s firmness in admitting that there is another 

Matthew’s presumed lover only to find Betty, a girl to whom Matthew had given 

Matthew Wall’s fancy, it was a passing strange caprice. The girl 

The deformed girl, presented from Mrs Bolton’s point of view, whose perspective 

a monster and then “creature” when Mrs Gurd informs her of Betty’s 

damaging her family’s good name, she now redirects that shame towards herself, 

law’s words about her distorted Christianity 



were true. She thus asks for Matthew’s forgiveness, now that she has seen that he is 

but still not entirely human. She recurrently remarks upon Betty’s 

in the process. Even when Betty speaks the word “parson”, according to Matthew’s 

tty’s effort. Before exiting the room, Mrs Bolton gives a seven

An example of perfectly autonomous disabled character appears in Marryat’s ‘Lost 

in the Marshes’, whose protagonist is the blind peasant girl Lizzie Lock. Despite her 



whose view of the world is blocked by her “windows” being irremediably shut.

Lizzie’s senses have sharpened to obviate the lack of sight, but Miss Rosa, 



without being able to see where she goes, «why aren’t 

stresses Lizzie’s disability with that pronoun, meant to highlight her confusion as to 

not feel diminished by Rosa’s words, for she has 

than it should at low tide that I’m nearing a quicksand. When The Almighty takes away 

of them are shifting too, and you can never tell if they’re firm today whether they won’t 

Lizzie is independent and the guardian of herself. Instead of undermining Lizzie’s self



brothers who intend to “desexualise” her in order to give her in marriage to the richest 

man possible. More openly than in the case of Braddon’s Dorothy, Rosa is curr

neatly for her, and she should hear the sound of Larry’s voice as he talked to his 

‘But I am so useless. I get about so slowly. If anything was 

you decide for good.’ But the poor child’s face was burning with excitement the while, 

n’s face as though she would 

cousin represents her ideal of love, which is different from Rosa’s and the other girl

whom she had met during her lifetime: Lizzie’s blindness does not allow her to see the 



character’s personality: Lizzie becomes self

In discussing Elizabeth Gaskell’s 

Class Sympathy in “Mary 

Barton”», 



“gendered” from the British perspective, which saw the Saxons as members of a 

lowest steps of Darwin’s evolutionary ladder.



the British reinforced their status as the “good”, white race:

Combe spotlighted that between the Irish and the other British “races” there are 



In Riddell’s ‘The Last of Squire Ennismore’, the Squire is called “The Englishman” 

combination of feelings that the British felt towards Ireland’s people, namely the sense 

that is expressed by Rhoda Broughton in her narrative ‘Behold! It Was a Dream’

Jane Watson and her husband, an ugly man in Jane’s own words and much older than 

because events take place in Wales, which is Broughton’s native country, but they 



e the nation, “England”: in fact, it is Wales the country where the events take 

past); Dinah also states that she must cross St. George’s Channel, connecting the Irish 

an with the “evil” Irish cousins. By doing so, she makes sure to keep 

s the Channel and arrives at her friend’s house after a journey during which 

she felt sick. One of Broughton’s stylistic devices is the accumulation of adjectives, 

and it is curious how she describes Dinah’s state: she felt «disastrously, hideously, 

–



first neither frightened nor surprised me in the least, but which seemed quite natural […] 

the noise I heard was not one that belonged to the night […] It was a sound 

numbed with fright […] Then I thought that if it were anything bad –

–

This first part of the dream’s description sets the scene of a perfect Gothic 

the red light coming from the door before hers, Jane’s. The only sound left at this point 

“Do not laugh at me, not pooh pooh me, for it is God’s truth […] I saw you –

– – drowned in your own blood! […] You Jane 

– –

just as you would have lain in slumber, only that across your throat from there to there” 

he other), “there was a huge and yawning gash […] then 

– –

, standing out in ugly vividness before my mind’s 

eye? […] It was clear that [the husband] had fought for his life. He was lying half on the 



deep as that in yours.”

blood covering the corpses and the bedroom’s objects, all contribute to create an 

and slightly frightened by Dinah’s tale, but her friend still has one 

more, fundamental detail to pinpoint: she has seen the culprit’s face reflected in the 

mirror in the couple’s bedroom, holding the murder weapon, a sickle, in his hands, 

–

Dinah is certain in her heart of the man’s nationality, for the level of violence 

immediately reminded her of the Irish people. Dinah’s description of the murderer 



there is sometimes the debauched, haggard visage […] While it is true that many of these 

forehead are much more frequent in criminals […] There is little doubt but that 

grinning slit of a mouth» of Broughton’s man. The nose of murderers is generally 

characteristics that recall the author’s portrait of Jane and her husband’s murderer.

The couple is not worried in the least, on the contrary, Robin, Jane’s husband, 

blames Dinah’s superstitious character, although he willingly accompanies the woman 

this common traits “family likeness” might imply that he believes them to be all blood

, p. 44. This “out” written in italics in the text is intended to specify that 



fired by Robin, disappeared into thin air. Jane’s letter closes with a sarcastic comment 

and Robin’s house. The journalist sp



Broughton’s tale offers an account characterised by Irish xenophobia, we could say, 

3.1.4 “Coloured” Skins

and a decline in Britain’s global influence for several reasons, mainly the loss of 

compared to the exploitable, ‘uncivilised’ submitted populations. This conviction had 

that Sizer, drawing from previous studies from Lombroso’s on, analysed the 



The Hindoo, the Chinese, the New Hollander, the African, or the Peruvian Indian […] 

o the “imperial nucleus”, which was obviously an unpleasant perspective for a people 

Kipling, H. G. Wells, in part even in Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock tales, 

and, above all, in Bram Stoker’s 

In the corpus, this worry can be identified in Broughton’s narrative ‘Behold! It Was 

a Dream’ and, as explained in the previous section, it is directed against the Irish. 



In discussing Braddon’s 

Arata’s concept of reversed 

Braddon dramatises a form of ‘reverse colonization’ 

(as Stephen Arata defines it) according to which ‘[in] the marauding,

back in monstrous forms’.

allusion to ‘reverse colonization’ figures

by the ‘ghost like’ 

flow of capital. With  his ‘olive tint, the eyes of deepest

and perfect chiselling of the features’ which could belong only ‘to the scion of an old 

Castilian race’ (p. 356),

villain Captain Manuel in Collins’s 

vivid also in some of Braddon’s short narratives.

‘Prince Ramji Rowdedow’ is set in the fictional town of Slimeford

In Lady Audley’s Shadow



presented as “His Royal Highness”, a Western title; he is said to come from an Indian 

, “land”.



the surname is not: “rowdedow” is a variant of “rowdydow”, which means “hubbub”, 

“uproar”, representing either the effect John hopes to obtain thanks to this visit, or a 

t about the stereotypical noisy nature of Indians. John’s reference to 

Shakespeare’s 

Moor discloses the actor’s scheme: he will exploit his own theatrical skills and stage 

every single step and the timing of the prince’s arrival. He certainly succeeds in 

arousing the crowd’s attention, as now every citizen awaits with trepidation the arrival 

Contrary to the working classes, John’s colleagues, more versed in the ways of the 

the Indian, inventing a whole new story that triggers the actors’ disgust:



other European countries, contributing to boost Britain’s economic power. On the 

an act that stands for Britain’s iron fist against lowlifes and rebels.

As the story continues, John feigns a delay in Prince Ramji’s arrival, who is 

with the Royal Theatre’s company: this 

ce Ramji, they immediately notice the resemblance with Shakespeare’s 



an attire: John’s, of course. At this point, the protagonist

Ramji’s outfit, continuously remarking on how the clothes and various items appear 



exalts the architectural beauties of Slimeford declaring that it even surpasses Delhi’s 

to be found, and comments upon his “fine” teeth being scared that people, his dentist 

inhabitants. Jasper Dane from ‘His Secret’ is said to have fought in India with 

Geoffrey Wyatt, Isabel’s husband, at Buxar.

Similarly, in Broughton’s ‘The Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth’, 



without a liver […] a deplorable old 

In Braddon’s ‘The Ghost’s Name’, when Oscar enters the infamous room to face 

characters, as is the case of Charlotte Riddell’s ‘Old Mrs Jones’. As discussed in 

as “foreign”. She is further depicted as dark, wicked, with fierce eyes, with hands like 

her efforts ruined by Mr Jones’s lascivious behaviours.



Jones visiting their bedroom one night, and they identify the ghost with a «dark […] 

a pejorative adjective used as a synonym of “black”, which leads to 

Yet, Mrs Jones’s name, Zillah, is 

brands her as different because “alien” to British society. Mrs Jones embodies th

concept of “Other” which equates both living, foreign characters, and ghosts in the 

‘superior’ white race. Though there is no clear political message behind Riddell’s 

story, the contrast between Mrs Jones and the middle class that made her “unwelcome” 

colonies. In part, the colonies were exploited to satisfy the British citizens’ appetite 

This is also illustrated in Riddell’s ‘The Last of Squire Ennismore’, where a trading 



[…] a strange kind of hat, and cut wonderful antics as he walked, and had an ambling 

Squire takes the good for himself, the “dark man” bewitches the Squire and has him 

appears as a victim of Britain’s imperialistic policies, which, eventually, he overturns.

emerged; the subsequent publication of works like Freud’s 

with our proper conscience that “act” in the suspended state of dreams, even though 



activity sharpens, because the senses become more “sensible” and allow the 



the darkest and most remote side of the mind’s recesses, exploring traumas, sordid 

and violent impulses that constitute many narratives’ plots. Tales of dreams 

characters’ personality throughout the narrative.

either related to the character’s 

For instance, Broughton’s ‘Behold! It Was a Dream’

announces the gruesome death of the narrator’s friend and her husband at the hand 

Dream and Literary Creation in Women’s Writings in the 



Also, Riddell recurred to a premonitory dream in ‘Forewarned, Forearmed’. The 

narrator’s family. The account of the dream takes place years after the death of the 

narrator, who considers it Mr Dwarris’s heritage. He calls it an «awful delight[s]» that 

stops, Mr Dwarris’s 

all his family’s properties after the death of his uncle Ralph, lands, money, titles. On 

ry’s cousin, George, had been excluded from the will because he 

marries within six months from the date of his relative’s death.



“My eye fell on a man who stood back a little from the crowd that always surrounds a 

ay common clothes, and he stood leaning up against the wall of the ‘Marypole’ and, as 

struck me forcibly […] I noticed that he bit his nails nervously […] Further, he stared 

scrutiny, when he turned on his heel and walked away down the street.”

called “Bleeding Heart”, an ominous name, surrounded by bare trees whose remaining 

true, though slightly differently from Dwarris’s dream: for instance, when they arrive 



heard along the corridor, and someone tries to force Dwarris’s door open; he thus 

decides to climb down the window and into the garden to monitor his friend’s 

to Harry’s window and, when the wretched is about to strike Hareleigh, who is fast 

after years as George, Harry’s cousin, and publicly expose him in the middle of a 

Dream episodes recur in more of Charlotte Riddell’s short stories: we have already 

seen in Sections 1.3 and 1.4 that ‘The Old House in Vauxhall Walk’ is centred on the 

mansion, all of them providing clues about the circumstances of Miss Tynan’s death. 

consequence of the woman’s conscious and selfish behaviours. Coulton’s dreams are 

come on the night of Graham’s settling in the empty house: initially, Coulton believes 

Graham’s consciousness is awake in his sleep, he is capable of 



Miss Tynan’s character:



– –

–

– –

–

ugh it is Graham’s mind elaborating these frames, it is Miss Tynan’s consciousness 

is into the woman’s subconscious, two minds that seem to fuse together to reveal truths 

Riddell’s description of the poor souls is haunting: they are presented as coming 

from the darkness to which they were condemned by Miss Tynan’s egotism, all 



–

of grief, anger, hunger, tiredness pierce through Miss Tynan’s consciousness and 

–

–



We understand another aspect of Miss Tynan’s personality, namely that she does 

not use her money for herself either. The woman’s obsession for gold leads her to seek 

her ancestor, who displays a look of disgust which is also Graham’s and the reader’s.

The oneiric journey continues, and another character enters the scene, Miss Tynan’s 

Graham’s dream seems to be structured on different levels, for the scene 

spectacle offered by the woman’s appearance. According to the theories on dreams 

as to Riddell’s knowledge of such theories, but it is possible that she was aware of 

Miss Tynan’s memories, the second part concerns Coulton’s own, external attendance 

to the events, while he remains unseen and unheard, as if he had entered the woman’s 

At this point, the dreamlike scene shifts to Miss Tynan’s assassination, which is the 



–

reaming. Miss Tynan’s avarice is the cause of her brutal end, but eventually 

Tynan had made. In ‘The Old House in Vauxhall Walk’ the dream is thus a powerful 

Riddell used the stratagem of dreams to solve murder mysteries also in ‘Old Mrs 

Jones’, specifically to unveil the truth regarding Mrs Jones’s assassination at the hand 

of her husband. The woman’s ghost is particularly disturbing because she physically

interacts with the mansion’s inhabitants, appearing to both adults and children and 

“enthralled” by the spectre, namely Mr Tippens’s cousin, Anne. One morning, while 



Yes; but isn’t it funny, all the earlier part of the night I was dreaming about a woman 

reality! […] I was in a room I had never seen before, with three windows to the street, 

and one long, narrow window that looked out I didn’t know on what. The room

recollection of Graham’s dream in ‘The Old House in Vauxhall Walk’. Both characters 

were able to recognise all the details of the rooms’ furniture, which in the case of Anne 



of a woman’s lips –

a great darkness like the darkness of a winter’s night.

detected Anne’s frail personality, because she stalks her and induces her dreams 

girl’s energy is exhausting becau



doctor and lock the door of Anne’s bedroom to avoid her wandering around the house, 

a state of which the “victim” is not conscious.

The pervasive influence of Mrs Jones in Anne’s mind has apparently corrupted her 

her behaviour under the “spell” of noctambulism, thus she is not responsible for her 

Appeared at her cousin’s door, accompanied by a policeman. Early that morning she had 

couldn’t be allowed to make such a noise; then, for the first time, she turned her face 

towards him, and he saw, as he expressed himself, “there was something stranger about 

matter than he thought.” Immediately it dawned upon his understanding that though 

the woman’s eyes were wide open, she did not see him, and that she was not drunk, as 

whose possession of Anne’s mind has left severe traces of mental instability in her 

Mrs Tippens’s bourgeois consciousness leads her to worry more about Anne’s respectability than her 

similar case of possession of another’s mind occurs in Oliphant’s ‘The Portrait’, where the 

protagonist is possessed thrice by the spirit of his mother with the purpose of curing her family’s 



The description of Anne’s appearance while in trance corresponds to the medical 

went, Riddell’s portrait of dreame

form of recurrent dreams and noctambulism: Mrs Graham in Florence Marryat’s ‘Sent 

to His Death!’. The girl works as a nurse, caring for the new

narrator’s friend. Her vampire like appearance and the baby’s declining health 

his father’s studio and make him reveal th

hidden. Casually, Agnes looks exactly like the protagonist’s mother, also named Agnes, and she will 

–

–

“Somnambulism”, in International Dictionary of Psychoanalysis



taking care of Bessie’s boy because she feels denaturalised as a mother and a woman 

someone else’s child.



slight sound of unlocking the door […] The figure had recommenced walking, and was 

some paces farther from me. I followed it, saying softly, ‘What are you? Speak to me’. 

At this point, Mrs Graham’s voice changes into 



mesmerising or massaging the body’s “poles”, a procedure that provoked crises in the 

they succeeded, it was because they put together an "act" that appealed to their audience’s 



person’s psyche, practiced, in addition, on an unconscious subject, meant that the 

Rhoda Broughton’s ‘The Man with the Nose’

where to spend their honeymoon. The husband’s fir

“We were at Ullswater”, she says, speaking rapidly, while a hot colour grows on her 

– “Papa, mamma, and I; there came a mesmeriser to Penrith, and we 

– – –

– –

– – I let him […] And after that I do not remember anything; 

– –

– that dreadful bed! Shall I ever forget it?”

The bride’s speech is fragmented, her skin becomes inflamed, and she 



mind. The mesmeriser’s power was so strong that it actually possessed her, and it 

“Sometimes, in the dead black of the night, when God seems a long way off, and the 

–

get up and follow him.” 

possessed by a demon. Very similarly to Marryat’s Mrs Graham, the bride has 

digging themselves, with painful tenacity into my arm. “Tighter, tighter!” she is crying, 

wildly. “What are you thinking of? You are letting me go! […] You saw him”, she says, 

with a sort of sobbing breathlessness; “you know you did! You saw him as well as I!”

the body of Achille’s lover pulling on the corpse, that appears unnaturally twisted, in 



directly in the eyes. The most disturbing of Wiertz’s images is certainly 

mother who falls into madness and kills her child. The woman’s sneer and 

her baby’s 

superstitious, and irrational, it is not surprising that the girl’s husband believes her to 

have been negatively influenced by the sight of Wiertz’s works of art, but she re



“He had a !” […] “It was very prominent,” she answered, in a sort of awe

whisper, “and very sharply chiselled; the nostrils were very much cut out.” A little 

pause. “His eyebrows were one straight black line across his face, and under them his 

extinguished, and yet sinister.”

the mesmeriser at the Lakes, which were exactly like those of the man “with the nose” 

visions of her “nightmare” even during the day, but she alone can see the figure, her 

for personal reasons concerning his father’s finances: he does not comprehend why 

Broughton’s position on the colonised people was made quite clear in ‘Behold! It 

Was a Dream’, where the antagonist is an Irish murderer, therefore, it is possible that 

eme in Bram Stoker’s , arguing that mesmerism threatens the mind’s 

year of Wiertz’s death.



A different kind of oneiric experience is presented in Mary Molesworth’s 

‘Witnessed by Two’, namely a case of lucid dream. The protagonist is Anne, recently 

admitting them. Sometime after Kenneth’s departure, Anne’s attendant, Ambrose, 

–

his head in her direction […] She had held out her hand as she hurried towards him, 

away, till she was close beside him […] Then at last he slowly turned his head and looked 

–

there, and with a thrill of fear she exclaimed again, “Speak, Kenneth, speak to me!” The 



to India. Ambrose notices the misspelling of his initials, “R. R.” instead of “K. R.”, 

set sail […] It 

and tell you of Graham’s death to avoid any mistaken report, and that I might in my letter 

so that I did not know afterwards clearly where to separate it from my dream […] I 

– –

scene […] But the words would not come, and the agony seemed to awake me.

Kenneth’s dream can be seen as an instance of lucid dream, yet there is a 

Graham’s 

space and characters of the dream. They are basically “conscious” dreams. Centuries 



A similar experience is narrated in Riddell’s ‘Sandy the Tinker’, where the dreamer 

– it was a vision; no, I don’t mean a vision – I can’t tell you what it 

I found myself walking on a beautiful summer’s evening beside the River Deldy […] It 



metaphorically, into the dreamer’s subconscious. Moreover, there is a waterfall nearby 

Witches’ Cauldron, an evocative name that forewarns about the nightmarish turn of 

barred my way […] He was like a god. Majesty and power were written on every feat

angel Satan, the most handsome of God’s 

–



unimaginable suffering: scenes from Hell inhabit the priest’s mind, as he witnesses 

Eventually, “Satan” grants the man permission to leave, but if he wishes to live 

laws of the priest’s Christian morals, so distorted that he is ready to 

sin. Edward’s dream recalls the revelatory dreams of Scrooge in Dickens’s 



same chance, he is simply placed before a choice: his life or another’s.

before the encounter with the Evil One and the appointed time for Edward’s demise 

the Devil. Instead of Crawley’s, it is eventually Sandy the Tinker’s the soul claimed 

the Witches’ Cauldron and falls down the rocky side of the mountain. His death 

impact on the structure of the plots: in Oliphant’s ‘Old Lady Mary’, young Mary 



In Braddon’s ‘Sir Hanbury’s Request’, Hanbury dreams of past times, when the city 

in ‘The Ghost’s Name’, the miasmas causes by the cesspool retrieved below 

the room’s floor cause the illness that 

young Bella to hallucinate in ‘Good Lady Ducayne’.

the case of Braddon’s tales mentioned above, this is caused by the illness and by the 

Hallucinations are by no means confined […] to the sense of sight. It is a 



«moral insanity, hereditary insanity, and hysteria» allowed to frame women’s attitudes 

[…] With this enormous expansion of the asylum population, sex ratios also changed. 



Some asylum cases were really suffering from malnutrition; “lactational insanity”, for 

Women’s mental health 



nstitutionalised for madness, and Thackeray’s wife became insane 

Brontë’s 

husband defines her; she is clearly classified as “other”, as something rather than 

Audley’s

In Braddon’s novel, the ‘peaceful’ 



Lady Audley’s confinement in the Belgian asylum represents a victory for the 

Audley’s rebellion will survive the memory of her defeat […] [It] is the sign of the 

man who acted as their confessors, judges and executioners. Indeed, Braddon’s novel 

Brontë’s (1847) and Lucy Westenra in Bram Stoker’s 

(1897). Stoker’s contemporary and Freud’s mentor, Jean

museum of pathology. Under his orchestration, they ‘performed’ their illnesses in a 

with the word ‘SATAN’ inscribed upon her back (Beizer 1994: 25), in what can be seen 

pricking. According to Beizer, ‘Doctors fascinated by 

In Lady Audley’s Shadow

In Lady Audley’s Shadow



dermographism often used the sign of the devil in their writing experiments’ (1994: 

Charcot, who often organised “open days” at Salpêtrière and put patients on display, 

public craved to see them act out of their malady’s symptoms. Hysteria was 

as the hospital “of horrors” for the treatments inflicted upon the patients, in particular 

expelled from the body. The asylum’s patients eventually became an attraction for the 



“freak shows” were promoted because they granted funds to the institutions that, being 

his “ana clinical” method: 

however, could vary according to each patient’s condition:

‘stigmata’ […] “The hysteric always seems to be outside the rule: sometimes her organs 

the point of being completely suppressed.” A hysteric, he noted, might suffer f

anesthesia and hypersensitivity […] from both depressed 

“attacks of sleep”. They also collapsed in fits of violent 

Charcot further developed his studies by “de gendering” hysteria, indicating that 

role. Although Charcot’s theories were dismantled after his death, they remained the 

See The Lineup, «Bedlam: The Horros of London’s Most Notorious Insane Asylum», 

www.huffpost.com, and Natasha Ishak, ed. Jaclyn Anglis, «Bedlam: Europe’s “Palace of Chaos” that 



Charcot’s modernity stood in his understanding that 

Salpêtrière’s corridors; these patients

a lesion in their nervous system but from repressed memories and ideas […] The 

of things in a playful lament: “Where are the hysterics of former times, those magnificent women…?”» 



representation of real “ghosts”, or negative experiences that do not allow those who

ud’s  spring 

Gordon’s work and Freud’s theories to discuss the exchanges between haunting and 

is also the case that, as a theory and as a practice, it would not exist without them […] If 

would let us alone. Yet as well as troubling the calmness which we seek […] thes

are already acquainted with Mrs Graham from Florence Marryat’s ‘Sent to His 

Death!’, who displays some of the symptoms of hysteria: the woman suffers from 



on fixed ideas, which in Mrs Graham’s case is the obsession for her husband and 

child’s death. Lombroso theorised that hysteric patient could also suffer from

mental disorder: Charlotte Cray, the homonymous protagonist of ‘The Ghost of Charlotte Cray’, an 



a man the one suffering from it, namely Nelly’s twin brother, Bertie. He also exerts a 

The protagonist of Braddon’s ‘Eveline’s Visitant’

her husband, Hector, when she confesses to him that she sees a man in their castle’s 

park every day: it is Hector’s cousin André seeking revenge on his cousin for his 

murder by stalking Eveline. The woman’s health rapidly de

husband’s past. She feels drained, slowly passing away, and becomes obsessed by the 

on the part of a female character in ‘The Library Window’ and a male one in 

‘Earthbound’.

The female protagonist of ‘The Library Window’ is haunted by the man inhabiting 

therefore, whom she cannot love. The narrator’s fixation for the library window and 

Florence Marryat’s “Nelly Brooke”»



see what that meant either, but it confused me […] If there were no windows on the wall 

–

containing the man’s picture for instance, and eventually she experiences sensorial 

“Where is my window? – where is my window?” I said. And all the time I was sure that 

foolish bubble should burst […] I went to the picture again and looked at it without seeing 

I should find it. “My window – my window!” I said.

theatre and the gas, and the people all in murmur and clang of talking […] a reflection 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other Stories



A similar behaviour characterises Edmund in ‘Earthbound’. Signs of Edmund’s 

altered mental state become evident when one of Robert’s children walks through 

Maud’s spirit in the garden, obviously not seeing her. Anger rises inside of Edmund, 

direction, with a wild gaze in his eyes. Fred, bewildered by Edmund’s absurd reaction, 

changes, he lets go of the boy and starts crying. Edmund’s fixation for Maud has 

searching for the ghost, screaming “where is she”, like the girl of the previous story 

calm and accepts to rest as Robert urges him to do. Nonetheless, Edmund’s obsession 

“Maud!” He threw himself at her feet again with a great cry. “Touch me –

I may be your always. If not in life, yet in death. Say we shall meet when I die” […] “I 

will not let you go!” he cried: “I will not let you go!” and he seized her in hi

Edmund’s head was roaring of echoes, a clanging of noises, a blast as of great trumpets 

Edmund’s raving stops, and he falls asleep when his strength and senses 

“The Open Door” and Other Stories

“The Open Door” and Other 



times. Matus’s groundbreaking study on Victorian psychology in relation to fiction 

offers a huge number of shades of meaning of the term “shock”, but those 

surprise […] A sudden unexpected event or experience which surprises, disturbs, or 

source of shock […] The feeling of astonish

ed as well. The OED reports a new medical interpretation of this “event” that 

–



A shock as experienced by Edmund in Oliphant’s tale was caused by strong 

“mental” emotions, which Victorians deemed responsible for shock, along with 

happens to Edmund and to the female protagonist of Oliphant’s ‘The Library Window’ 

ability to control one’s own mind, that is why the

one’s own body; moreover, both shock and hypnosis might compromise mental health 

the case of the mesmerised girl in Broughton’s ‘The Man with the Nose’. In her 



represented in Marryat’s ‘Sent to His Death!’, in the figure of Mrs Graham, and 

Braddon’s ‘Good Lady Ducayne’, where old Lady Ducayne presents the traits of the 

Braddon’s ‘Herself’, where Violetta Hammond, suffering from a pulmonary disease, 

eath, in Braddon’s ‘Dorothy’s Rival’, where Betty has to 

being rather than a monster, and, eventually, in Marryat’s ‘Lost in the Marshes’, where 

Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 investigate the body of the “Other”, namely the Irish and 

analysed here are Broughton’s ‘Behold! It Was a Dream’ ‘The Truth, the Whole 

Truth and Nothing but the Truth’ and Braddon’s ‘Prince Ramji Rowdedow’ and ‘

Ghost’s Name’ Finally, Riddell’s Old Mrs Jones is a dark

of a man with a turban, an Indian, but whose name is Hebrew for “shad ”, a figure 

like Broughton’s ‘Behold! It Was Dream’ Riddell’s ‘Forewarned, Forearmed’, ‘The 

Old House in Vauxhall Walk’, ‘Old Mrs Jones’, all depicting different kinds of oneiric 

experience, including sleepwalking as in Marryat’s ‘Sent to His Death!’. Pseudo

‘The Man with the Nose’ and Molesworth’s ‘Witnessed by Two’ and Riddell’s ‘Sandy 

the Tinker’ res



are emotionally devastating to them. The stories here analysed include Marryat’s ‘Sent 

to His Death!’, Braddon’s ‘Eveline’s Visitant’, Oliphant’s ‘The Library Window’ and 

‘Earthbound’, presenting a rare instance of hysteric male character.



interest. Since criticism on the so called ‘Female Gothic’ is still a growing field of 

were reversed. This proved true also with regards to the thesis’ corpus: an analysis of 

“space”, indeed, to express themselves and their ideas under the veil of the fantastic 



room, the “most haunted” room in a house due to its 

ghosts, to communicate with the living, as in Riddell’s ‘The Old House in Vauxhall 

Walk’ and Oliphant’s ‘The Library Window’.

denial of a condition. Tales like Margaret Oliphant’s ‘The Open Door’, Florence 

Marryat’s ‘Sent to His Death!’, Rhoda Broughton’s ‘Poor Pretty Bobby’ and Mary 

Molesworth’s ‘The Story of the Rippling Train’ show that spirits and the living alike 

differentiation that falls apart in Riddell’s ‘Vauxhall Walk’.



recognition of a person’s identity through resemblance, as in the case of Hector de 

Brissac in Braddon’s ‘Eveline’s Visitant’, or through identification as in Oliphant’s 

‘The Portrait’.

that evil can originate from inside the safe space of “home”, at the hand of trus

room represents women’s management of the 

delicacy, as in Charlotte Riddell’s ‘The Old House in Vauxhall Walk’ and Braddon’s 

‘The Winning Sequence’.

Authoresses themselves exploited Gothic fiction’s fantastic frame to comment upon 



namely Riddell’s Miss Tynan and Old Mrs Jones, both rich women but different in 

the ‘New Woman’,

culprit’s solution to punish women who refuse to comply with the norm of the woman 

and’s wishes, violence being the last resort of frustrated 

The last section concentrates on the distinction between “ghost”, “guest”, 

etymologically cognates, and “host”. Since ghosts and the living occupy the same 

Riddell’s ‘Vauxhall Walk’ and ‘The Open Door’, and they never appear as threats to 

the living. The only exception to this is in Braddon’s ‘The Dreaded Guest’, where the 

guest is not a phantom but a human being, indulging in the entities’ “unorthodox” 

living and the dead’s interchanges can be interpreted as mutual assistance in a process 

of the mansions’ gardens and parks, towards the wide



characters in the stories, as is the case of André de Brissac in Braddon’s ‘Eveline’s 

Visitant’, or they reflect the mood of their dwellers, as in Oliphant’s ‘Earthbound’.

with the nation and its imperialistic endeavours, detectable in Braddon’s ‘Eveline’s 

Visitant’ and ‘Sir Luke’s Return’, seemingly suggesting that an extreme had been 

ached in Britain’s imperialistic policies, and that Otherness might threaten the 

a “picturesque” activity that fuelled “sublime” feelings of horror and melancholy

the stage of tragedy as in Braddon’s ‘Herself’ 

‘Good Lady Ducayne’’, in Broughton’s ‘The Man with the Nose’ and 

Molesworth’s ‘Unexplained’

of urban areas. Stories like Riddell’s ‘Nut ’, Oliphant’s ‘The Open Door’, 

Molesworth’s ‘Unexplained’ Oliphant’s ‘The Lady’s Walk’



case of Jack in Riddell’s ‘Nut Bush Farm’

one another: the marshes in Florence Marryat’s ‘Lost in the Marshes’

in Braddon’s ‘My Wife’s Promise’.  The marshes are the type of habitat attributed to 

“imperialistic” endeavours in the form of Arctic expeditions.

were valuable and not simply “past”, and when 

for pollution of water (Oliphant’s ‘The Open Door’ and Braddon’s ‘Prince Ramji 

Rowdedow’), air (Oliphant’s ‘The Beleaguered City’ and Braddon’s ‘Sir Hanbury’s 

Request’) and acoustic pollution, caused by the often

by traffic and machines at work (Riddell’s ‘Walnut Tree House’). The brief conclusion 



suffix, “ scape”, combines nature and escape, as a shelter.

namely Mrs Graham from Marryat’s ‘Sent to His Death!’ and, above all, Lady 

Ducayne from Braddon’s homonymous tale, whose physical aspect, analysed through 

Ducayne’s doctor questions the ethics of medical experim

represent her voracity for lifeblood. This description places Ducayne near Riddell’s 

y and egotism. Furthermore, Mrs Jones’s dark skin brands her as foreign, an 

of “reverse colonisation” according to which the superior, white race of colonizers 

th the stain of “otherness”, and this is especially true for the characters that are 

specifically depicted as “coloured”, in particular Old Mrs Jones.



hereditariness, a concern that informs Braddon’s ‘Herself’.

the protagonist of Marryat’s ‘Lost in the Marshes’, the blind girl Lizzie, is completely 

Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 investigate the body of the “Other”, namely the Irish and 

emplified by Broughton’s ‘Behold! It Was a Dream’, where the protagonist has 

Victorians in a time where Britain’s 

physiognomic rules. Braddon’s ‘Prince Ramji Rowdedow’ presents a stereotypical 

in Braddon’s ‘The Ghost’s Name’. In Broughton’s ‘The Truth, the Whole Truth and 

Nothing but the Truth’, Indians are branded as members of the demi

“reverse colonisation” rose. The Other becomes traumatising because unknown and, 



at the same time, because it might cause Britain’s demise through the contamination 

plot on one side, and to develop the characters’ personality and identity thro

the narration. Broughton’s ‘ Dream’ and Riddell’s ‘Forewarned, 

Forearmed’ include premonitory dreams that reveal future events; revelatory dreams 

occur in Riddell’s ‘The Old House in Vauxhall Walk’, where Graham Coulton’s 

tive’s rhythm: they reveal 

Miss Tynan’s identity and the reasons that led to her murder, and as a consequence of 

this they contribute to solve a murder mystery and the question of Miss Tynan’s 

experience and restores the relationship with his father. Similarly, in ‘Old Mrs Jones’, 

Mrs Jones’s mysterious death is clarified by means of recurrent dreams.

behaviour of sleepwalkers, as does Florence Marryat to portray Mrs Graham in ‘

to His Death!’, describing quite accurately typical hysteric personalities and cases of 

the narrator’s wife in ‘The Man with the Nose’: fear is generated by the knowledge 



that the mesmeriser can possess another human’s mind with the strength of his will, 

tale can be interpreted also as another instance of the fear for “reverse colonization”, 

in that “the man with the nose”, typically depicted as non

“reverse colonization”: in fact, losing control implies being weak and conquerable, at 

the mercy of another’s will.

nineteenth century thanks to the “spectacularisation” of hysteric patients. Authors 

in Marryat’s ‘Sent to His Death!’, Braddon’s ‘Eveline’s Visitant’, and Oliphant’s ‘The 

Library Window’. The Victorian house, the sole space granted to women, and asylums 
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